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1. General Information. The purpose of this Guidebook is to serve as a focal point for rated pilots interested 
in flying in the Air Force Reserve (AFR). Whether you are flying or have flown in the Air Force, a sister 
service, or have never served in the military, the AFR offers a wide variety of flying opportunities across the 
full spectrum of aircraft types, geographical locations, and job statuses allowing you to maintain currency, 
qualifications and proficiency—a great benefit for future flying opportunities! In order to view attachments, 
please open this document in Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader and select VIEW > SHOW/HIDE > 
NAVIGATION PANES > ATTACHMENTS. 

 
2. Sponsorship. To fly in the AFR, you will eventually need to be sponsored by a unit. Therefore, consider 

securing unit sponsorship prior to or concurrent with contacting a recruiter. Sponsorship is the act of being 
“hired” by an AFR flying squadron. Unlike active duty where you are assigned a squadron and aircraft, the 
Air Force Reserve allows you more control over where and what you fly—you just need to be sponsored by 
a unit that is flying the aircraft you want to fly at the base you choose. It is important to realize that the 
majority of AFR units are mobility/tanker units. Flying fighter aircraft in the AFR is possible, but these 
positions are much more difficult to obtain due to the lower numbers available. That said, you have a much 
higher probability of being hired for a fighter pilot position if you are a current or former fighter pilot. 

 
2.1. How to Get Sponsored. Individual AFR units control their own hiring processes internally. Each unit 

has different hiring needs and hires at different times throughout the year, often holding local hiring 
events at the unit. These hiring events are often referred to as “boards.”  Units may or may not require 
an interview. Fully qualified prior service candidates may be gained by a unit as an overage even if 
vacancies are not available.  When it comes to getting sponsored, flexibility is necessary. So 
please don't be surprised or disappointed if your first choice does not work out. To pursue unit 
sponsorship, follow these steps: 

 
2.1.1. Reference Guidebook Section 9 to determine which aircraft and/or locations interest you, and 

contact HQAFRC.A3RB.AircrewAccessions@us.af.mil to determine what pilot positions are 
currently open and available. 

 
2.1.2. Contact the unit POCs to discuss your background and any open vacancies. Reference 

Attachment 1 for unit leadership contact information. Reference Attachment 6 for a Pilot 
Information Summary to complete and forward to the units. The hiring POCs will notify you of 
any additional requirements necessary for sponsorship. If you find contact information that is 
out of date, please notify HQAFRC.A3RB.AircrewAccessions@us.af.mil. 

 

2.2. What to Do Once Sponsored. Once you secure unit sponsorship, obtain a signed AFR Sponsorship 
Letter from your sponsoring unit’s Wing Commander (reference Attachment 2). Contact a recruiter and 
email him/her a copy of your signed AFR Sponsorship Letter. 

 
3. Recruiter. The type of recruiter that will assist you through the process of joining the AFR depends on 

whether or not you are still serving in the Air Force, per below. The process of contacting a recruiter can be 
accomplished concurrently with seeking unit sponsorship. 

 
3.1. If you are currently serving on Active Duty, please contact the In-Service Recruiter (ISR) located at 

your current duty station. If you need help getting in touch with a recruiter, please visit 
https://afreserve.com and click “APPLY NOW,” or call 800-257-1212. Of note, Palace Chase and 
Palace Front are programs offered to active-duty officers, providing them the opportunity to transition 
directly from active duty into the Air Reserve Component (ARC).  Palace Chase is an early release 

mailto:HQAFRC.A3RB.AircrewAccessions@us.af.mil
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program that allows a member to transfer to the ARC prior to the completion of the member’s Active 
Duty Service Commitment (ADSC), whereas Palace Front is a transfer program that allows a member 
to transition to the ARC the day after the member’s ADSC is fulfilled. 

 
3.2. If you separated from Active Duty and are not currently in the Reserve, please contact your local 

Officer Accessions Recruiter (OAR) by referencing Guidebook Attachment 3. 
 

4. Medical. Your assigned recruiter will assist you in determining what documents are required for medical 
clearance. 

 
5. Scrolling. “Scrolling” is the term given to the legal process in which the President formally nominates 

military officers for confirmation by the U.S. Senate. In order for you to serve in the Reserve component, 
your name and current rank must be added to the Reserve scroll. Your assigned recruiter will work with 
you to complete your AFR scroll. Please reference Guidebook Attachment 4 for a list of documents that 
may be required. 

 
6. Additional Requirements. There are additional requirements for you to join the AFR, depending on your 

military experience.  Please reference the section below that applies to you. 
 

6.1. Prior Air Force (Active, Reserve, or ANG) Pilots. 
 

6.1.1. Medical. If you have been separated from the Air Force for less than 12 months, you may be 
eligible for an expedited medical clearance. Your recruiter will assist you in gathering and 
completing the necessary forms, including a copy of your last flying PHA (the medical team can 
usually pull this from your electronic medical record), a completed medical history (AF 2807), 
and a signed DD2870 (to allow the medical team to access and review your medical records 
following separation and to discuss with leadership if necessary). Any flying medical waivers 
you may have also need to be current. 

 
6.1.2. Aeronautical Orders. To fly in the Air Force Reserve, you must have current aeronautical 

orders. As a prior Air Force pilot, the process used to accomplish this depends on your situation. 
Please see below for which category applies to you. 

 
6.1.2.1. Separation >90 Days. If you separated from the Air Force (or aviation service) more than 

90 days ago, you must accomplish an Aeronautical Orders Revalidation. Please reference 
Attachment 5 for a list of required documents your recruiter will need. 

 
6.1.2.2. Separation >8 Years. If you separated from the Air Force (or aviation service) more than 

8 years ago, you must accomplish a Flight Evaluation Board (FEB). Please reference 
Attachment 9 for a list of required documents your recruiter will need. 

 
6.1.2.3. Disqualified. If you were medically or administratively disqualified, you must accomplish 

an Aeronautical Orders Requalification.  Please reference Attachment 5 for a list of 
required documents your recruiter will need. 

 
 

6.1.3. Formal Training Course. The flight training course you will need depends on the specific 
aircraft you will fly. For assistance in determining and scheduling the proper training course, 
please contact the training shop representative at your sponsoring unit. 
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6.2. Retired-to-Reserve. If you are currently retired but have not reached your Mandatory Separation Date 
(MSD) or High Year Tenure (HYT), you may request Unit, IMA and ART assignments based on the 
Air Force Reserve Indispensability Policy.  The Chief of the Air Force Reserve (AF/RE) is the 
delegated approval authority for these assignment requests. Interested members should apply by 
submitting an application through an Air Force Reserve recruiter. The recruiter will work with the 
gaining Unit’s servicing Force Support Squadron/RIO Detachment to route the request for approval. 
The gaining FSS/Det will submit all Retiree to SelRes requests on an AFRC Snowflake (see 
Attachment 10) through the Task Management Tool (TMT) for NAF/CC or RIO/CC approval. (ARPC 
weblink for additional info: https://mypers.af.mil/app/answers/detail/a_id/34336). Units and Dets must 
route a complete package to the following organizations in TMT: 

 
1. Unit/Wing or Det 
2. NAF/CC or RIO/CC 
3. ARPC/CC 
4. AFRC/CFM 
5. AFRC/CD 
6. AF/REP 
7. AF/RE 

 
6.2.1. If AF/RE approves the request, ARPC/DPA will notify the gaining NAF/Wing or RIO/Det of 

approval or disapproval actions. Requests can take 120-180 days to be processed/approved from 
the time ARPC receives it via TMT. NOTE: Per the Indispensability Policy Addendum, the 
following indispensability policy restrictions are lifted for the 11X, 12X, 21X, career fields: 

 
1. 11X, 12X, and 21X manning levels below 100% vice 80% will be eligible for 

indispensability however, applicants for AFSCs that are at 100% manning will be approved 
on a case-by-case basis. 

 
2. For 11X, 12X, and 21X AFSCs below 95%, no supporting documentation i.e., proof of 

advertisement, will be required as part of the package. 
 

3. The 2-year contract limitation, reassignments, and annual review will be waived until 
desired manning levels are achieved. However, members may not serve beyond their 
HYT/MSD. 

 
6.3. Prior Army/Coast Guard/Marines/Navy Pilots.  For prior (non-AF) service members, joining the 

AFR will require two main actions—an AFR commission and a flight qualifications review (and UPT if 
required). 

 
6.3.1. AF Commission. Please work with your recruiter to obtain and complete all necessary 

documentation for your commissioning package. 
 

6.3.2. Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT). Depending on your pilot training, you may need to 
attend Air Force UPT (per AFMAN 11-402). 

 
6.3.2.1. If you graduated from USAF or USN primary fixed-wing training, you do not need to 

attend UPT.  However, you must undergo an Aeronautical Orders review.  Please reference 

https://mypers.af.mil/app/answers/detail/a_id/34336
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Guidebook Section 6.3.3. 
 

6.3.2.2. If you did not graduate from USAF or USN primary fixed-wing training, and you are a 
helicopter pilot (even if you later transitioned to fixed-wing aircraft), please see below for 
further guidance. 

 
6.3.2.2.1. If you are looking to fly helicopters in the Air Force Reserve (including prior or 

current Army helicopter pilots), you must undergo an Aeronautical Orders review. 
Please reference Guidebook Section 6.3.3. 

 
6.3.2.2.2. If you are looking to fly fixed-wing aircraft in the Air Force Reserve, you must 

attend UPT by applying for and being selected on an AFRC Undergraduate Flying 
Training (UFT) Selection Board. For more information on this process, please 
reference the AFRC UFT Guidebook, available for download at 
https://afreserve.com/downloads/AFRC_UFT_Guidebook.pdf. There is no need for 
you to continue using the AFRC Pilot Opportunities Guidebook. 

 
6.3.3. Aeronautical Orders Review. As a prior military pilot seeking flying status in the Air Force, 

you will need to have your flight history reviewed. 
 

6.3.3.1. Separation >8 Years. If you separated from service more than eight years ago, you must 
accomplish a full Aeronautical Ratings Board (ARB). Please work with your recruiter to 
complete the necessary steps outlined in Guidebook Attachment 8. 

 
6.3.3.2. Separation <8 Years. If you separated from service less than 8 years ago, a full ARB is 

not required. Instead, an ARB Waiver may be accomplished. Please work with your 
recruiter to complete the necessary steps outlined in Guidebook Attachment 9. 

 
6.3.4. Formal Training Course. The flight training course you will need depends on the specific 

aircraft you will fly. For assistance in determining and scheduling the proper training course, 
please contact the training shop representative at your sponsoring unit. 

 
6.4. Non-Prior Military Pilots. If you are looking to fly fixed-wing aircraft in the Air Force Reserve, you 

must attend UPT by applying for and being selected on an AFRC Undergraduate Flying Training (UFT) 
Selection Board. For more information on this process, please reference the AFRC UFT Guidebook, 
available for download at https://afreserve.com/downloads/AFRC_UFT_Guidebook.pdf. There is no 
need for you to continue using the AFRC Pilot Opportunities Guidebook. 

 
7. Operational Flying Statuses. As an operational rated officer in the AFR, you will have the opportunity to 

serve in a variety of status, both full-time and part-time, depending on what best meets your needs. See 
below for a brief description of each. 

 
7.1. Active Guard/Reserve (AGR).  A full-time Reservist serving on active duty orders. 

 
7.2. Air Reserve Technician (ART). A full-time Reservist serving in a dual-status position. An ART 

works as a civilian employee (Part A) for a typical 40-hour work week, and as a military member (Part 
B) for typically one weekend a month and two weeks a year. The Office of Personnel Management 
(OPM) manages the guidance, called Aircrew Qualification Standards, which determines how many 

https://www.dvidshub.net/feature/kc10featurepage
https://www.dvidshub.net/feature/kc10featurepage
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hours are required to be eligible for the different pay scales within the civil service pay structure. 
Military flight hour requirements for each grade are as follows: 

 
7.2.1. GS-2181-09 (pilot at the GS-9 pay level) – no military flight time requirement. 
7.2.2. GS-2181-11 (pilot at the GS-11 pay level) – minimum 300 hours total military flight time. 
7.2.3. GS-2181-12 (pilot at the GS-12 pay level) – minimum 750 hours total military flight time. 
7.2.4. GS-2181-13 (pilot at the GS-13 pay level) – minimum 1,000 hours total military flight time. 
7.2.5. GS-2181-13 Instructor (instructor pilot at the GS-13 pay level) – minimum 1,200 hours total 

military flight time. 
7.2.6. GS-2181-14 (pilot at the GS-14 pay level) – minimum 1,500 hours total military flight time. 
7.2.7. Please reference Attachment 7 for more detailed information. 

 
7.3. Traditional Reserve (TR). A part-time Reservist serving in a traditional one-weekend-per-month and 

two-weeks-a-year status. 
 

7.4. Individual Reserve (IR). A part-time Reservist serving as a backfill to an active duty position, 
coordinating flexible schedules with their assigned unit. Most of these types of positions are non- 
flying. 

 
8. Incentives and Benefits. 

 
8.1. The AFR offers a wide variety of incentives and benefits for service. Please contact your recruiter for 

more details. 
 

9. AFR Missions, Aircraft, Units and Bases. The AFR conducts a wide variety of missions in support of Air 
Force and Department of Defense (DoD) initiatives utilizing the world’s greatest aircraft. See below for 
more information on these aircraft and the units that fly them, color-coded and grouped by the specific 
missions they support. 

 
9.1. Air Refueling 

 
9.1.1. KC-10A Extender. The KC-10 Extender is an advanced tanker and 

cargo aircraft designed to provide increased global mobility for U.S. 
armed forces. Although the KC-10's primary mission is aerial refueling, 
it can combine the tasks of a tanker and cargo aircraft by refueling 
fighters and simultaneously carry the fighter support personnel and 
equipment on overseas deployments. The KC-10 is also capable of 
transporting litter and ambulatory patients using patient support pallets during aeromedical 
evacuations. 

 
 70th Air Refueling Squadron, 349th Air Mobility Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California 
 76th Air Refueling Squadron, 514th Air Mobility Wing, Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, 

New Jersey 
 78th Air Refueling Squadron, 514th Air Mobility Wing, Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, 

New Jersey 
 79th Air Refueling Squadron, 349th Air Mobility Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California 
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9.1.2. KC-46A Pegasus.  The KC-46A is the first phase in recapitalizing the 
U.S. Air Force's aging tanker fleet. With greater refueling, cargo and 
aeromedical evacuation capabilities compared to the KC-135, the KC- 
46A provides next generation aerial refueling support to Air Force, 
Navy, Marine Corps and partner-nation receivers. 

 
 18th Air Refueling Squadron, 931st Air Refueling Wing, McConnell Air Force Base, Kansas 
 905th Air Refueling Squadron, 931st Air Refueling Wing, McConnell AFB, Kansas 
 924th Air Refueling Squadron, 931st Air Refueling Wing, McConnell AFB, Kansas 
 Additional units will transition to the KC-46 in the near future 

 
9.1.3. KC-135R Stratotanker. The KC-135R Stratotanker provides the core 

aerial refueling capability for the United States Air Force and has 
excelled in this role for more than 60 years. This unique asset enhances 
the Air Force's capability to accomplish its primary mission of global 
reach. It also provides aerial refueling support to Air Force, Navy, 
Marine Corps and allied nation aircraft. The KC-135R is also capable of 
transporting litter and ambulatory patients using patient support pallets during aeromedical 
evacuations. 

 
 18th Air Refueling Squadron, 931st Air Refueling Wing, McConnell AFB, Kansas 
 63rd Air Refueling Squadron, 927th Air Refueling Wing, MacDill Air Force Base, Florida 
 72nd Air Refueling Squadron, 434th Air Refueling Wing, Grissom Air Reserve Base, Indiana 
 74th Air Refueling Squadron, 434th Air Refueling Wing, Grissom Air Reserve Base, Indiana 
 77th Air Refueling Squadron, 926th Air Refueling Wing, Seymour Johnson AFB, North 

Carolina 
 314th Air Refueling Squadron, 940th Air Refueling Wing, Beale Air Force Base, California 
 328th Air Refueling Squadron, 914th Air Refueling Wing, Niagra Falls Air Reserve Station, 

NY 
 336th Air Refueling Squadron, 452nd Air Mobility Wing, March Air Reserve Base, California 
 465th Air Refueling Squadron, 507th Air Refueling Wing, Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma 
 756th Air Refueling Squadron, 459th Air Refueling Wing, Joint Base Andrews, Maryland 

 
9.2. Air Superiority 

 
9.2.1. F-22 Raptor. The F-22 Raptor is one of the Air Force's newest fighter 

aircraft. Its combination of stealth, supercruise, maneuverability, and 
integrated avionics, coupled with improved supportability, represents an 
exponential leap in warfighting capabilities. The Raptor performs both 
air-to-air and air-to-ground missions allowing full realization of 
operational concepts vital to the 21st century Air Force.  The F-22, a 
critical component of the Global Strike Task Force, is designed to project air dominance, rapidly 
and at great distances and defeat threats attempting to deny access to our nation's Air Force, 
Army, Navy and Marine Corps. The F-22 cannot be matched by any known or projected fighter 
aircraft. 

 
 301st Fighter Squadron, 44th Fighter Group, Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida 
 302nd Fighter Squadron, 477th Fighter Group, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska 
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9.3. Command and Control 
 

9.3.1. E-3C/G Sentry. The E-3C/G Sentry is an airborne warning and 
control system, or AWACS, aircraft with an integrated command and 
control battle management, or C2BM, surveillance, target detection, 
and tracking platform. The aircraft provides an accurate, real-time 
picture of the battlespace to the Joint Air Operations Center. AWACS 
provides situational awareness of friendly, neutral and hostile activity, 
command and control of an area of responsibility, battle management of theater forces, all- 
altitude and all-weather surveillance of the battle space, and early warning of enemy actions 
during joint, allied, and coalition operations. 

 
 970th Airborne Air Control Squadron, 513th Air Control Group, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma 

 
9.4. Global Precision Attack 

 
9.4.1. A-10C Thunderbolt II. The A-10C Thunderbolt II has excellent 

maneuverability at low air speeds and altitude, and is a highly accurate 
and survivable weapons-delivery platform. The aircraft can loiter near 
battle areas for extended periods of time and operate in low ceiling and 
visibility conditions. The wide combat radius and short takeoff and 
landing capability permit operations in and out of locations near front 
lines. Using night vision goggles, A-10 pilots can conduct their missions during darkness. 

 
 47th Fighter Squadron, 924th Fighter Group, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona 
 76th Fighter Squadron, 476th Fighter Group, Moody Air Force Base, Georgia 
 303rd Fighter Squadron, 442nd Fighter Wing, Whiteman Air Force Base, Missouri 

 
9.4.2. B-1B Lancer. Carrying the largest conventional payload of both 

guided and unguided weapons in the Air Force inventory, the multi- 
mission B-1 is the backbone of America's long-range bomber force. It 
can rapidly deliver massive quantities of precision and non-precision 
weapons against any adversary, anywhere in the world, at any time. 

 
 345th Bomb Squadron, 307th Bomb Wing, Dyess Air Force Base, Texas 

 
9.4.3. B-52H Stratofortress. The B-52H is a long-range, heavy bomber that 

can perform a variety of missions. The bomber is capable of flying at 
high subsonic speeds at altitudes up to 50,000 feet (15,166.6 meters). It 
can carry nuclear or precision guided conventional ordnance with 
worldwide precision navigation capability. 

 
 93rd Bomb Squadron, 307th Bomb Wing, Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana 
 343rd Bomb Squadron, 307th Bomb Wing, Barksdale Air Force Base, Louisiana 
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9.4.4. F-15E Strike Eagle. The F-15E Strike Eagle is a dual-role fighter 
designed to dominate air-to-air and air-to-ground missions. An array of 
avionics and electronics systems gives the F-15E the capability to fight 
at low altitude, day or night, and in all weather. Using two crew 
members, a pilot and a WSO, the Strike Eagle has the capability to fight 
its way to a target over long ranges, destroy enemy aircraft and ground 
targets, and fight its way out. 

 
 307th Fighter Squadron, 414th Fighter Group, Seymour Johnson AFB, North Carolina (current 

F-15E pilot and WSO instructors only) 
 

9.4.5. F-16C Fighting Falcon. The F-16C Fighting Falcon is a compact, 
multi-role fighter aircraft. It is highly maneuverable and has proven 
itself in air-to-air combat and air-to-surface attack. It provides a 
relatively low-cost, high-performance weapon system for the United 
States and allied nations. 

 
 69th Fighter Squadron, 944th Fighter Wing, Luke Air Force Base, Arizona 
 93rd Fighter Squadron, 482nd Fighter Wing, Homestead Air Reserve Base, Florida 
 457th Fighter Squadron, 301st Fighter Wing, Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth, Texas 
 706th Fighter Squadron, 926th Wing, Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada 

 
9.4.6. F-35A Lightning II. The F-35A is the U.S. Air Force’s latest fifth- 

generation fighter. It will replace the U.S. Air Force’s aging fleet of F- 
16 Fighting Falcons and A-10 Thunderbolt II’s, which have been the 
primary fighter aircraft for more than 20 years, and bring with it an 
enhanced capability to survive in the advanced threat environment in 
which it was designed to operate. With its aerodynamic performance 
and advanced integrated avionics, the F-35A will provide next-generation stealth, enhanced 
situational awareness, and reduced vulnerability for the United States and allied nations. 

 
 69th Fighter Squadron, 944th Fighter Wing, Luke Air Force Base, Arizona 
 466th Fighter Squadron, 419th Fighter Wing, Hill Air Force Base, Utah 

 
9.5. Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance 

 
9.5.1. MQ-9 Reaper. The MQ-9 Reaper is an armed, multi-mission, medium- 

altitude, long-endurance remotely piloted aircraft that is employed 
primarily against dynamic execution targets and secondarily as an 
intelligence collection asset. Given its significant loiter time, wide-range 
sensors, multi-mode communications suite, and precision weapons -- it 
provides a unique capability to perform strike, coordination, and 
reconnaissance against high-value, fleeting, and time-sensitive targets. 

 
 2nd Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, Hurlburt Field, Florida 
 78th Attack Squadron, 926th Wing, Creech Air Force Base, Nevada 
 91st Attack Squadron, 926th Wing, Creech Air Force Base, Nevada 
 429th Attack Squadron, 926th Wing, Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico 
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9.5.2. RQ-4 Global Hawk. The RQ-4 Global Hawk is a high-altitude, long- 
endurance, remotely piloted aircraft with an integrated sensor suite that 
provides global all-weather, day or night intelligence, surveillance and 
reconnaissance (ISR) capability. Global Hawk's mission is to provide a 
broad spectrum of ISR collection capability to support joint combatant 
forces in worldwide peacetime, contingency and wartime operations. 
The Global Hawk provides persistent near-real-time coverage using imagery intelligence 
(IMINT), signals intelligence (SIGINT) and moving target indicator (MTI) sensors. 

 
 13th Reconnaissance Squadron, 926th Wing, Beale Air Force Base, California 

 
9.6. Personnel Recovery 

 
9.6.1. HC-130N/P. The mission of the HC-130P/N "King" is to rapidly 

deploy to austere airfields and denied territory in order to execute all- 
weather personnel recovery operations anytime, anywhere. King crews 
routinely perform high and low altitude personnel & equipment 
airdrops, infiltration/exfiltration of personnel, helicopter air-to-air 
refueling, and forward area refueling point missions.  When tasked, the 
aircraft also conducts humanitarian assistance operations, disaster response, security 
cooperation/aviation advisory, emergency aeromedical evacuation, casualty evacuation, 
noncombatant evacuation operations, and, during the Space Shuttle program, space flight support 
for NASA. 

 
 39th Rescue Squadron, 920th Rescue Wing, Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 

 
9.6.2. HH-60G. The primary mission of the HH-60G Pave Hawk helicopter is 

to conduct day or night personnel recovery operations into hostile 
environments to recover isolated personnel during war. The HH-60G is 
also tasked to perform military operations other than war, including 
civil search and rescue, medical evacuation, disaster response, 
humanitarian assistance, security cooperation/aviation advisory, NASA 
space flight support, and rescue command and control. 

 
 301st Rescue Squadron, 920th Rescue Wing, Patrick Air Force Base, Florida 
 305th Rescue Squadron, 943rd Rescue Group, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona 

 
9.7. Rapid Global Mobility 

 
9.7.1. C-5M Galaxy. The C-5M Super Galaxy is a strategic transport aircraft 

and is the largest aircraft in the Air Force inventory. Its primary mission 
is to transport cargo and personnel for the Department of Defense. The 
C-5M is a modernized version of the legacy C-5 designed and 
manufactured by Lockheed Martin. Currently the U.S. Air Force owns 
and operates 52 C-5B/C/M. They are stationed at Dover Air Force Base, 
Delaware; Travis AFB, California; Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas; and Westover Air 
Reserve Base, Massachusetts. 

 
 68th Airlift Squadron, 433rd Airlift Wing, Joint Base San Antonio, Texas 
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 312th Airlift Squadron, 349th Air Mobility Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California 
 337th Airlift Squadron, 439th Airlift Wing, Westover Air Reserve Base, Massachusetts 
 356th Airlift Squadron, 433rd Airlift Wing, Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas 
 709th Airlift Squadron, 512th Airlift Wing, Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 

 
9.7.2. C-40C. The C-40C provides safe, comfortable and reliable 

transportation for U.S. leaders to locations around the world. The C- 
40C's primary customers are the combatant commanders and members 
of the Cabinet and Congress. The aircraft also performs other 
operational support missions. 

 
 73rd Airlift Squadron, 932nd Airlift Wing, Scott AFB, Illinois 

 
9.7.3. C-130H/J Hercules.  The C-130 Hercules primarily performs the 

tactical portion of the airlift mission. The aircraft is capable of operating 
from rough, dirt strips and is the prime transport for airdropping troops 
and equipment into hostile areas. The C-130 operates throughout the 
U.S. Air Force, fulfilling a wide range of operational missions in both 
peace and war situations. 

 
 96th Airlift Squadron, 934th Airlift Wing, Minneapolis-St Paul Air Reserve Station, 

Minnesota 
 327th Airlift Squadron, 913th Airlift Group, Little Rock Air Force Base, Arkansas 
 357th Airlift Squadron, 908th Airlift Wing, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama 
 700th Airlift Squadron, 94th Airlift Wing, Dobbins Air Reserve Base, Georgia 
 731st Airlift Squadron, 302nd Airlift Wing, Peterson Air Force Base, Colorado 
 757th Airlift Squadron, 910th Airlift Wing, Youngstown-Warren Air Reserve Station, Ohio 
 815th Airlift Squadron, 403rd Wing, Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi 

 

9.7.4. C-17A Globemaster. The C-17A Globemaster III is the most flexible 
cargo aircraft to enter the airlift force. The C-17 is capable of rapid 
strategic delivery of troops and all types of cargo to main operating 
bases or directly to forward bases in the deployment area. The aircraft 
can perform tactical airlift and airdrop missions and can transport litters 
and ambulatory patients during aeromedical evacuations. The inherent 
flexibility and performance of the C-17 force improve the ability of the 
total airlift system to fulfill the worldwide air mobility requirements of the United States. 

 
 89th Airlift Squadron, 445th Airlift Wing, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 
 97th Airlift Squadron, 446th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington 
 300th Airlift Squadron, 315th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina 
 301st Airlift Squadron, 349th Air Mobility Wing, Travis Air Force Base, California 
 313th Airlift Squadron, 446th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington 
 317th Airlift Squadron, 315th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina 
 326th Airlift Squadron, 512th Airlift Wing, Dover Air Force Base, Delaware 
 701st Airlift Squadron, 315th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Charleston, South Carolina 
 728th Airlift Squadron, 446th Airlift Wing, Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington 
 729th Airlift Squadron, 452nd Air Mobility Wing, March Air Reserve Base, California 
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 732nd Airlift Squadron, 514th Air Mobility Wing, Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, New 
Jersey 

 758th Airlift Squadron, 911th Airlift Wing, Pittsburgh Air Reserve Station, Pennsylvania 
 

9.8. Special Operations 
 

9.8.1. AC-130U/J. The AC-130U/J Spooky gunships’ primary missions are 
close air support, air interdiction and armed reconnaissance. Close air 
support missions include troops in contact, convoy escort and point air 
defense. Air interdiction missions are conducted against preplanned 
targets or targets of opportunity and include strike coordination, 
reconnaissance, and armed overwatch. 

 
 5th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, Hurlburt Field, Florida 

 
9.8.2. AC-208. The AC-208 Combat Caravan is a counter insurgency light 

attack aircraft equipped with an electro-optical targeting system with an 
integrated laser designator, data link systems and self-protection 
equipment. The AC-208 supports Aviation Foreign Internal Defense 
(AvFID) missions. 

 
 711th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, Duke Field, Florida 

 
9.8.3. C-145A.  The C-145A Skytruck’s primary role is aircrew training for 

U.S. Special Operations Command’s Aviation Foreign Internal Defense 
(AvFID) mission to assess, train, advise and assist foreign aviation 
forces in airpower employment, sustainment and force integration. 

 
 711th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, 

Duke Field, Florida 
 

9.8.4. C-146A. The C-146A Wolfhound’s primary mission is to provide U.S. 
Special Operations Command flexible, responsive and operational 
movement of small teams needed in support of Theater Special 
Operations Commands. Airlift missions are conducted by Air Force 
Special Operations Command aircrews to prepared and semi-prepared 
airfields around the world, supporting Non-Standard Aviation (NSAv) 
missions. 

 
 859th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, Duke Field, Florida 

 
9.8.5. MC-130H/J. The MC-130H/J Combat Talon II provides infiltration, 

exfiltration, and resupply of special operations forces in hostile or 
denied territory. Other missions include psychological operations and 
helicopter air refueling. 

 
 5th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, 

Hurlburt Field, Florida 
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9.8.6. U-28. The U-28A provides manned fixed-wing tactical airborne ISR 
support to humanitarian operations, search and rescue and conventional 
and special operation missions. 

 
 5th Special Operations Squadron, 919th Special Operations Wing, 

Hurlburt Field, Florida 
 

9.9. Weather Reconnaissance 
 

9.9.1. WC-130J.  The WC-130 Hercules is a high-wing, medium-range 
aircraft flown by the Air Force Reserve Command for weather 
reconnaissance missions. The weather data collection aircraft penetrates 
tropical disturbances and storms, hurricanes and winter storms to obtain 
data on movement, size and intensity. 

 
 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron, 403rd Wing, Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi 
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		STATE		CITY		MDS		Base		Sq				Wg		NAF		SQUADRON /DO (CC)		PHONE		EMAIL		Current as of

		FL		Fort Walton Beach		MQ-9		Hurlburt Field		2		SOS		919 SOW		10 AF		Lt Col Ronald Schoch		(850) 884-0743 // DSN: 579-0743 		ronald.schoch.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OK		Enid		T-1/T-6/T-38		Vance		5		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Marcus Hutson		(580) 213-5010 // DSN: 448-5010 		marcus.hutson.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Fort Walton Beach		MC/AC/U (FTU)		Hurlburt Field		5		SOS		919 SOW		10 AF		Lt Col Todd Rushford		(850) 881-3937 // DSN: 641-3937 		todd.rushford.3@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OK		Oklahoma City		Y-/B-1/B-52/KC-135		Tinker AFB		10		FLTS		413 FLTG		22 AF		Lt Col James Couch (CC)		(405) 736-7719 // DSN: 336-7719 		james.couch.4@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		KS		Wichita		KC-135 / KC-46		McConnell AFB		18		ARS		931 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Dan Walker		(316) 759-3812 // DSN: 743-3812 		daniel.walker.30@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		San Antonio		T-1/T-6/AT-38		Randolph AFB		39		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Kyle Goldstein  (CC)		(210) 652-4677 // DSN: 487-4677 		kyle.goldstein.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Melbourne		HC-130J		Patrick AFB		39		RQS		920 RQW		10 AF		Lt Col Ellis Garner  (CC)		(321) 494-1172 // DSN: 854-1172 		ellis.garner.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MS		Columbus		T-1/T-6/T-38		Columbus AFB		43		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Daniela Martian		(662) 434-3569 // DSN: 742-3569 		daniela.martian.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AZ		Tuscon		A-10 (FTU)		Davis-Monthan AFB		47		FS		944 FW		10AF		Maj Neil Lisowski 		(520) 228-4944 // DSN: 228-4944		neil.lisowski.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MS		Biloxi		C-130J (WC130)		Keesler AFB		53		WRS		403 WG		22 AF		Lt Col Tony Wilmot		(228) 377-8510 // DSN: 597-8510 		anthony.wilmot@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Tampa		KC-135		MacDill AFB		63		ARS		927 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col William McCallie		(813) 828-9638 // DSN: 968-9638 		william.mccallie@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		San Antonio		C-5		JBSA-Lackland		68		AS		433 AW		4 AF		Lt Col John Sebesta		(210) 925-6810 // DSN: 945-6810 		john.sebesta.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AZ		Phoenix		F-35 (FTU)		Luke AFB		69		FS		944 FW		10 AF		Lt Col Michael Roberson 		(623) 856-7127 // DSN: 896-7127 		michael.roberson.5@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AZ		Phoenix		F-16 (FTU)		Luke AFB		69		FS		944 FW		10 AF		Lt Col Skyler Hester		(623) 856-0169 // DSN: 896-0169 		skyler.hester.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CO		Colorado Springs		T-53		USAF Academy		70		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Maura George		(719) 333-9302 // DSN: 333-9302 		maura.george@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Fairfield		KC-10		Travis AFB		70		ARS		349 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Kevin Snow		(707) 424-7009 // DSN: 837-7009 		kevin.snow.6@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		IN		Kokomo		KC-135		Grissom ARB		72		ARS		434 ARW		4 AF		LtCol Brian Thompson		(765) 688-3094 // DSN: 388-3094		brian.thompson.5@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		IL		Belleville		C-40		Scott AFB		73		AS		932 AW		22 AF		Lt Col David Santarelli		(618) 229-7188 // DSN: 779-7188 		david.santarelli@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		IN		Kokomo		KC-135		Grissom ARB		74		ARS		434 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Richard Day		(765) 688-4008 // DSN: 388-4008 		richard.day.11@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NJ		Trenton		KC-10		JB McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst		76		ARS		514 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Jim Aaron 		(609) 754-3887 // DSN: 650-6925 		james.aaron@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		GA		Valdosta		A-10		Moody AFB		76		FS		476 FG		10 AF		Lt Col John Bissell 		(229) 257-4760 // DSN: 460-7601		john.bissell@us.af.mil		28-May-20

		NC		Goldsboro		KC-46		Seymour Johnson AFB		77		ARS		916 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Darin Dial (CC)		(919) 722-2039 // DSN: 722-2039		darin.dial@us.af.mil		15-May-20

		NV		Indian Springs		MQ-9		Creech AFB		78		ATKS		726 OG		10 AF		Lt Col Donald Charlton 		(702) 404-1697 // DSN: 384-1697 		donald.charlton.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NJ		Trenton		KC-10		JB McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst		78		ARS		514 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Donald Dipenta		(609) 754-4936 // DSN: 650-6950 		donald.dipenta@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Fairfield		KC-10		Travis AFB		79		ARS		349 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Jill Sliger		(707) 424-7902 // DSN: 837-7902 		jill.sliger@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Ft Walton Beach		Y- TEST ALL CAF A/C		Eglin AFB		84		TES		926 OG		10 AF		Lt Col Zachary Probst (CC)		(850) 883-4764 // DSN: 875-4764		zachary.probst.1@us.af.mil		15-May-20

		OH		Dayton		C-17		Wright-Patterson AFB		89		AS		445 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Malcolm Quincy		(937) 257-6344 // DSN: 787-6344 		malcolm.quincy@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NV		Indian Springs		MQ-9		Creech AFB		91		ATKS		726 OG		10 AF		Lt Col David Martinez		(702) 404-1698 // DSN: 384-1698 		david.martinez.38@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Homestead		F-16		Homestead ARB		93		FS		482 FW		10 AF		Lt Col John Chester 		(786) 415-7515 // DSN: 535-7515 		john.chester.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		LA		Shreveport		B-52 (FTU)		Barksdale AFB		93		BS		307 BW		10 AF		Lt Col Christopher Chandler		(318) 529-3540 // DSN: 331-3540		christopher.chandler.7@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		Del Rio		T-1/T-6/T-38		Laughlin AFB		96		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Bubba Pope		(830) 298-9600 // DSN: 732-9600 		william.pope.13@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MN		Minneapolis		C-130H		Minneapolis-St. Paul JARS		96		AS		934 AW		22 AF		Lt Col Jon Bergman		(612) 713-1120 // DSN: 783-1120 		jon.bergman@us.af.mil		15-May-20

		TX		Wichita Falls		T-1/T-6/AT-38		Sheppard		97		FTS		340 FTG		22 AF		Lt Col Frank Waters		(940) 676-0642 // DSN: 736-0642 		frank.waters.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		WA		Tacoma		C-17		JB Lewis-McChord		97		AS		446 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Jeffrey Sparrow		(253) 982-2732 // DSN: 382-2732 		jeffrey.sparrow@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		SC		North Charleston		C-17		JB Charleston		300		AS		315 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Mark Pool		(843) 963-2438 // DSN: 673-2438 		mark.pool@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Melbourne		HH-60		Patrick AFB		301		RQS		920 RQW		10 AF		Lt Col Scott Nichols (CC)		(321) 494-8833 // DSN: 854-8111 		scott.nichols.7@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Tyndall		F-22		Tyndall AFB		301		FS		44FG		10 AF		Lt Col Bryan Dick		(850) 283-3102 // DSN: 523-3102 		bryan.dick.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Fairfield		C-17		Travis AFB		301		AS		349 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Cynthia Welch		(707) 424-3853 // DSN: 837-3853 		cynthia.welch.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AK		Anchorage		F-22		Elmendorf AFB		302		FS		447 FG		10 AF		Lt Col Brian Budde (CC)		(907) 551-6302 // DSN: 317-551-6302		brian.budde.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MO		Knob Noster		A-10		Whiteman ARB		303		FS		442 FW		10 AF		Lt Col Rick Mitchell (CC)		(660) 687-3276 // DSN: 975-3276		rick.mitchell.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AZ		Tuscon		HH-60		Davis-Monthan AFB		305		RQS		943 RQG		10 AF		Lt Col Nathan Horner (CC)		(520) 228-2316 // DSN: 228-2316 		nathan.horner.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NC		Goldsboro		F-15E (FTU)		Seymour Johnson AFB		307		FS		944 FW		10 AF		Lt Col Timothy Foery		(919) 722-2375 // DSN: 722-2375 		timothy.foery.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Fairfield		C-5		Travis AFB		312		AS		349 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Theresa Mallory		(707) 424-4167 // DSN: 837-4167 		theresa.mallory.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		WA		Tacoma		C-17		JB Lewis-McChord		313		AS		446 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Raphael Michel		(253) 982-5984 // DSN: 382-5964 		raphael.michel.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Marysville		KC-135		Beale		314		ARS		940 ARW		4 AF		Maj Samantha Unruh		(530) 634-1531 // DSN: 368-1531 		samantha.unruh.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		SC		North Charleston		C-17		JB Charleston		317		AS		315 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Mark Laverne		(843) 963-2414 // DSN: 673-2414 		mark.laverne@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		DE		Dover		C-17		Dover AFB		326		AS		512 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Anthony Mione		(302) 677-3843 // DSN: 445-3843 		anthony.mione.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AR		Little Rock		C-130J		Little Rock AFB		327		AS		913 AG		22 AF		Lt Col Paul Campbell		(501) 987-2217 // DSN: 731-2217 		paul.campbell.17@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NY		Niagra Falls		KC-135		Niagara Falls ARS		328		ARS		914 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Benjaman Canetti		(716) 236-2370 // DSN: 238-2370		benjamin.canetti@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Riverside		KC-135		March ARB		336		ARS		452 AMW		4 AF		LTC Matthew Ihlenfeld (CC)		(951) 655-2630 // DSN: 447-2711 		matthew.ihlenfeld@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MA		Springfield		C-5		Westover ARB		337		AS		439 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Timothy Robinson		(413) 557-2231 // DSN: 589-2231 		timothy.robinson.23@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		GA		Warner Robins		Y-/C-5/C-130/F-15		Robins AFB		339		FLTS		413 FLTG		22 AF		Lt Col John Lesho (CC)		(478) 222-2649 // DSN: 472-2649 		john.lesho.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		LA		Shreveport		B-52		Barksdale AFB		343		BS		307 BW		10 AF		Lt Col Ryan Decker		(318) 529-2102 // DSN: 331-2102 		ryan.decker.3@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		Abilene		B-1		Dyess AFB		345		BS		307 BW		10 AF		Maj Nicholas Brooks		(325) 696-1132 // DSN: 461-1132 		nicholas.brooks.16@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		San Antonio		C-5 (FTU)		JBSA-Lackland		356		AS		433 AW		4 AF		Maj Ryan Clark		(210) 925-3942 // DSN: 945-3942  		ryan.clark.40@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		AL		Montgomery		C-130H		Maxwell AFB		357		AS		908 AW		22 AF		Maj Derek Shehee		(334) 953-7830 // DSN: 493-7830 		derek.shehee@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Lancaster		Y- TEST ALL A/C		Edwards AFB		370		FLTS		413 FLTG		22 AF		Lt Col John Mikal  (CC)		(661)275-6605 //  DSN: 525-6605 		john.mikal.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		San Antonio		Y-/T-1/T-6/AT-38		Randolph AFB		415		FLTF		413 FLTG		22 AF		Lt Col Andrew Williams (CC)		(210) 652-6773 // DSN: 487-6773 		andrew.williams.49@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NM		Alamogordo		MQ-9 (FTU)		Holloman AFB		429		ATCS		726 OG		10 AF		Lt Col William Jimenez		(505) 572-4337 // DSN: 572-4337 		william.jimenez.5@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		TX		Ft Worth		F-16		NAS JRB Ft Worth		457		FS		301 FW		10 AF		Lt Col Dave Snodgrass		(817) 782-3591 // DSN: 739-3591		david.snodgrass.5@us.af.mil		15-May-20

		OK		Oklahoma City		KC-135		Tinker AFB		465		ARS		507 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Marvin Ashbaker		(405) 734-3034 // DSN: 884-3034 		marvin.ashbaker@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		UT		Ogden		F-35		Hill AFB		466		FS		419 FW		10 AF		Lt Col David Harrison		(801) 775-2602 // DSN: 586-8848 		benjamin.harrison.4@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		UT		Ogden		Y-/A-10/F-16/C-130		Hill AFB		514		FLTS		413 FLTG		22 AF		Lt Col Nathan Litz  (CC)		(801) 777-3865 // DSN: 777-3865 		nathan.litz.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		GA		Marietta		C-130H		Dobbins ARB		700		AS		94 AW		22 AF		Lt Col Richard Konopczynski		(678) 655-3013 // DSN: 625-3013 		richard.konopczynski@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		SC		North Charleston		C-17		JB Charleston		701		AS		315 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Keith Moore		(843) 963-2480 // DSN: 673-2480 		keith.moore.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NV		Las Vegas		F-15/F-16/F-22/F-35		Nellis AFB		706		FS		926 OG		10 AF		Lt Col Michael Fisher (CC)		(702) 682-1907 // DSN: 682-1907		michael.fisher.46@us.af.mil		15-May-20

		DE		Dover		C-5		Dover AFB		709		AS		512 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Jeffrey Wickersham		(302) 677-3770 // DSN: 445-3770 		jeffrey.wickersham@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Crestview		C-145		Duke Field		711		SOS		919 SOW		10 AF		Lt Col Warren Halle		(850) 883-6125 // DSN: 755-6125 		warren.halle.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		WA		Tacoma		C-17		JB Lewis-McChord		728		AS		446 AW		4 AF		Lt Col Kevin Welin		(253) 982-6875 // DSN: 382-6875 		kevin.welin@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CA		Riverside		C-17 		March ARB		729		AS		452 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Neil Kishi		(909) 655-2009 // DSN: 447-2009 		neil.kishi@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OK		Altus		KC-135 (FTU) 		Altus AFB		730		AMTS		507 OG		4AF		Lt Col John Snapp		(580) 481-6989 // DSN: 866-6989		john.snapp.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OK		Altus		C-17 (FTU)		Altus AFB		730		AMTS		507 OG		4AF		Lt Col John Snapp		(580) 481-6989 // DSN: 866-6989 		john.snapp.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		CO		Colorado Springs		C-130H		Peterson AFB		731		AS		302 AW		22 AF		Lt Col Richard Pantusa		(719) 556-5415 // DSN: 834-4515 		richard.pantusa@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		NJ		Trenton		C-17		JB McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst		732		AS		514 AMW		4 AF		Lt Col Kenneth Burch		(609) 754-2329 // DSN: 650-2329 		kenneth.burch@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MD		Washington, DC		KC-135		Joint Base Andrews		756		ARS		459 AW		4 AF		Lt Col John Meixell		(240) 857-5596 // DSN: 857-5596 		john.meixell@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OH		Youngstown		C-130H		Youngstown ARS		757		AS		910 AW		22 AF		Lt Col Frank Galati		(330) 609-1793 // DSN: 346-1793 		frank.galati@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		PA		Pittsburgh		C-17		Pittsburgh ARS		758		AS		911 AW		22 AF		Lt Col James Akers		(412) 474-8168 // DSN: 277-8168 		james.akers.4@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		MS		Biloxi		C-130J		Keesler AFB		815		AS		403 WG		22 AF		Lt Col Brad Boudreaux		(228) 377-0929 // DSN: 597-0929 		brad.boudreaux@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		FL		Crestview		C-146		Duke Field		859		SOS		919 SOW		10 AF		Lt Col William Palmatier		(850) 883-6277 // DSN: 755-6277 		william.palmatier.4@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		KS		Wichita		KC-135 / KC-46		McConnell AFB		905		ARS		931 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Eric Rivero (CC)		(316) 759-0905 // DSN: 743-0905 		eric.rivero.1@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		KS		Wichita		KC-46 		McConnell AFB		924		ARS		931 ARW		4 AF		Lt Col Michael Schlotterback		(316) 759-1625 // DSN: 743-1625 		michael.schlotterback@us.af.mil		11-May-20

		OK		Oklahoma City		E-3		Tinker AFB		970		AACS		513 ACW		10 AF		Lt Col Cody Chitwood 		(405)734-6777  // DSN: 884-6777		cody.chitwood.2@us.af.mil		11-May-20








DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
AIR FORCE RESERVE COMMAND 


__________ 


MEMORANDUM FOR  HQ AFRC/A3RB 
      340 FTG 


FROM:  _____/CC 


SUBJECT:  Unit Sponsorship for Undergraduate Flying Training 


1. The purpose of this memo is to formally communicate our intent to sponsor ______________.


2. I understand, that pending completed coordination for UFT attendance initiated by this memo, 
this member will be assigned to the 340th Flying Training Group for the duration of his/her formal 
flying training.  Upon completion of all required courses, the member will be reassigned to 
_______.


3. I understand that the 340th FTG is not responsible for holding sponsored members if they 
withdraw or are eliminated from training.  I understand that, should the member fail to complete 
any training course for any reason while assigned to the 340th FTG, he/she will be returned to 
_______, regardless of when the member was sponsored.  At that point it is our decision whether 
to discharge or re-classify the member to another AFSC.


4. My POC for the sponsorship of this member is ___________, who can be reached at 
_________@us.af.mil, DSN __________, or commercial _____________. 


___________________, ______, USAF 
Commander, _____________ 





		DD MMM YYYY: DATE

		UNIT: UNIT

		POC NAME: POC NAME

		EMAIL: EMAIL

		DSN: XXX-XXXX

		COMM: (XXX) XXX-XXXX

		FULL NAME: FULL NAME

		RANK: RANK

		SQ/WG: SQ/WG








** back to OA after a break
Denotes new to OA Recruiting 


If you are unclear on which OA Recruiter to contact, please contact the Flight Chief for that respective region who will be able to accurately inform you of which OA Recruiter has responsibility.
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AFRC PILOT OPPORTUNITIES GUIDEBOOK  


ATTACHMENT 4 


SCROLLING 


 


 
o AF 24 


 
o Prior Service Documents (DD214, discharges, oaths, DD 4) 


 
o Last Promotion Order 


 
o DD 368 (signed by authorized approval authority) 


 
o Verification held AFSC in other service -  Recruiter verifying a transfer of AFSC to applicable 


AF 
 


o Copy of Driver License, SSN, and birth certificate 
 


o Must not be in a failed promotion status due to negative information (requiring a moral waiver). 
 


o Medical  (certified flight physical) 
 


o Waivers 
 


o AF Form 2030 Drug and Alcohol Abuse Certificate 
 


o FOR RETIREES:   Indispensability  waiver  


 








AFRC PILOT OPPORTUNITIES GUIDEBOOK  


ATTACHMENT 5 


AERONAUTICAL ORDERS REVALIDATION CHECKLIST 


 


 
o Member’s Revalidation Request Memorandum (See Guidebook Attachment 6 for template) 


o Commander’s Endorsement Memorandum (See Guidebook Attachment 7 for template).  This 


document, signed by the gaining squadron commander and OG/CC, provides justification for the 


revalidation/requalification action.  See page 2 of this attachment for a Commander’s 


Endorsement Memorandum Template. 


o Copies of all AOs 


o Medical Certification from MAJCOM/SG and copy of current DD Form 2992.   


o Flying history report, individual data summary and individual training summary (ARMS records)  


o Flying Evaluation Folder (FEF), to include AF Form 942 or AF Form 1382, AF Form 8’s if other 


than Qual 1 


o AF Form 142, Aviation Service Audit Worksheet 


o DD Form 214, AF Form 1288 or assignment order  


o Additional statements  


o Civilian flying hours/training  






FIRST M. LAST

  PHONE	HOME

  PERSONAL / MILITARY EMAIL ADDRESS	ADDRESS



MILITARY AVIATION EXPERIENCE

Date of last military flight (Aircraft):

Date of last Flying Class I (or equivalent) Physical:

[bookmark: _GoBack]Do you know if your commission has been SCROLLED to AFR: Y/N (if you don’t know, it’s not an issue)



Last qualification: (Aircraft Commander/Lead/Instructor/Evaluator)

Instructor in primary aircraft & Hours:

Aircraft Flown (& Hours):

Total Hours: 



Aviation Service Date: (from Flight Data Summary)

Date of rank: (O-4/ 13-Sep-2018)

Total years of Service: from your DD214 (XX-years/XX-months) 

	



CIVILIAN FLIGHT EXPERIENCE

Ratings	Total Hours	xxx

  Medical Certificate	   Pilot in Command	xxx

  Special Endorsements/ Training	



MILITARY EXPERIENCE

Organization	    City, State

Job Title	  Start Month/Yr –Stop Month/Yr

· Brief description of duties (or just copy from your OPR / OER)

Organization	    City, State

Job Title	  Start Month/Yr –Stop Month/Yr

· Brief description of duties (or just copy from your OPR / OER)



Organization	    City, State

Job Title	  Start Month/Yr –Stop Month/Yr

· Brief description of duties (or just copy from your OPR / OER)





AWARDS & DECORATIONS (copy from your DD214)

Award		Month/Yr Award		Month/Yr

Award		Month/Yr



OTHER EXPERIENCE 

Organization/Event	City, State

Position	Start Month/Yr –Stop Month/Yr

Organization/Event	City, State

Position	Start Month/Yr –Stop Month/Yr



EDUCATION

College/University	                 City, State

Bachelor of Science: Aeronautical Science	Graduation MONTH/YEAR 

Master of Arts: Public Administration	Graduation MONTH/YEAR 



Profession Military Education Courses:	Graduation MONTH/YEAR 
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PREFACE 


This supplement to the OPM qualification standards applies strictly to Enlisted and Officer Air Reserve 
Technician (ART) positions within the Air Force Reserves.  The Air Force Reserve is unique, and no other 
Federal agencies have ART employees.  An ART is a Federal civilian employee serving in a position that 
requires an active Reserve assignment in an Air Force Reserve unit.  As a condition of employment, ARTs 
must be Ready Reservists assigned to and training with the unit in which they are employed and must 
occupy an equivalent Air Force Reserve military position with a comparable military rank or grade.  The 
primary role of an ART is to train other Reservists.  The role ARTs play as civilian employees in the full-
time management of an Air Force Reserve unit is directly correlated to their obligations as members of 
the military establishment.  Inherent in the job are certain military responsibilities, which are comparable 
to any Air Force member in an equivalent grade and position.  Based on their dual status, it's clear how 
these positions only apply to the Air Force Reserves. 
 
Military technicians (dual status) shall be authorized and accounted for as a separate category of civilian 
employees in accordance with 10 USC 10216. 
 
From a classification and qualification standpoint, reserve flying positions cannot be treated in the same 
manner as other types of positions within the federal service.  Primarily, each member coming into the 
reserve program must have completed the flight training program wherein the individual has received 
wings from some branch of the armed forces.  Moreover, the member must have served some period of 
time on active duty, training in/or flying some type of military aircraft.  While this is true of the pilot, it is 
also true for other rated members within the reserve flying community.   
 
The mission of each reserve unit and aircraft owned and flown by the reservist is to some extent different.  
Yet, similar duties exist when considering the role of the reserve itself, the mission of the individual units, 
the unique qualifications the member must bring to the position and the need for continuous updating of 
training as national or international events dictate.  The military flying mission being unlike any other 
involves hazards and risks equally dissimilar to civilian flying operations. 
 
Flying hour requirements and recency requirements are updated to align with the Military requirements 
found in Air Force Instruction 11-402. 
 
This supplement to the qualification standard will be used for filling all ART flying positions across the 
Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC).  It will be used by the Special Examining Unit for competitive 
external recruitment by the Air Force Personnel Center for internal and non-competitive recruitment of 
ART enlisted, and by the ART Officer Career Management Program for internal and non-competitive 
external recruitment of ART officers.  This standard will be used to fill AFRC positions only. 
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Extreme Hazard 
 
The military mission of the reserve units frequently entails operating the aircraft much closer to 
the design limits and often dictates operating the aircraft in hazardous flight regimens and/or 
environments found nowhere else in the aviation community.  Flights are performed both during 
the day and at night over all types of terrain, in inclement weather, at extreme altitudes while 
flying at supersonic air speeds and include weapons delivery in both surface attack and air 
defense/air superiority roles. 
 
Use of night vision devices, flying in mountainous terrain, performing combat assault landings 
on unprepared runways, and accomplishing aerial delivery of cargo/personnel are required.  
Employees receive instruction and have flight experience in the use of instruments, radio and 
navigation equipment, in-flight emergency operating procedures such as electrical, hydraulic or 
engine failures, takeoff and landing procedures, penetration to landing area, combat maneuvering 
procedures, weapons delivery procedures, and other exercises dictated by the unit aircraft and 
associated missions. 
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COVERAGE 


The reservist is neither a pure civilian employee nor a pure military member.  There are two 
classes of positions serving as members of the aircrew – Officer and Enlisted.  In the flying 
community each position function must totally integrate with all others in order to satisfy all 
conditions or elements of the mission. 
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PART I 


Part I covers those positions engaged in the operation of aircraft and the navigation of aircraft.  
These positions are known within the military community as officer positions and must have 
satisfied all educational and military requirements to hold that commission. 


Titles for position under this part are referenced as follows: 


•  Airplane Pilot/Helicopter Pilot – GS-2181 


• Airplane Flight Instructor/ Helicopter Flight Instructor  – GS-2181 


• Supervisory Airplane Flight Instructor– GS-2181 


• Air Commander (Pilot, Navigator, Air Battle Manager (ABM))  – GS-0301 


• Safety & Occupational Health Manager (Pilot) – GS-0018 


• Airborne Command & Control Officer (AWACS)– GS-2101 


• Supervisory Air Battle Manager - GS-2101 


• Navigator – GS-2183 


• Navigator (Instructor)- GS-2183 


• Supervisory Navigator (Instructor)-GS-2183 
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Airplane Pilot, GS-2181-09/Helicopter Pilot, GS-2181-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Employees assigned to these positions are in developmental training to obtain flying proficiency 
required of pilots assigned to the unit.  This is a developmental position leading to the target grade 
of GS-13.   


Operation of single, twin, or multiple jet engine or turboprop aircraft fixed-wing or rotary aircraft. 


Receives informal and formal instruction in the use of instruments, radio and navigation 
equipment, operating procedures in case of in-flight emergencies such as electrical, hydraulic or 
engine failures, take-off and landing procedures, penetration to landing areas, maneuvering 
procedures and other exercises dictated by the particular aircraft and unit missions. 


Performs and assists with other flight related duties supporting the accomplishment of the unit 
operational and training mission. 


Participates in discussions, meetings or serves on panels or committees regarding unit aircraft and 
flying mission. 


Accomplishes local administrative flights. 


Participates with other pilots in route planning, crew preflight of aircraft, flight scheduling, filing 
of flight plans and care of aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A. 
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Airplane Pilot, GS-2181-11/Helicopter Pilot, GS-2181-11 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Employees assigned to these positions are charged with the responsibility for the flying proficiency 
of pilots assigned or attached to the unit. This is a developmental position leading to the target 
grade of GS-13. 


Analyzes and interprets unit goals, mission, metrics, policies and objectives.  Ensure that the unit 
meets or exceeds readiness requirements and is capable of supporting upgraded/modified/new 
aircraft as indicated, recommending new or changed programs to maintain wartime capability. 


Operation of single, twin, or multiple jet engine or turboprop aircraft fixed-wing or rotary aircraft   


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information.   


Conducts functional flight checks of light airplanes or helicopters following repair, maintenance, 
or the installation of approved modifications to aircraft systems 


Flies heavy multiengine transport aircraft to transport personnel, supplies and equipment to a 
variety of points throughout the continental United States. 


Ensures aircraft is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission. 


Pilot’s aircraft and commands crew, operates aircraft controls and equipment. 


Performs or directs navigation, in-flight refueling and weapons delivery.   


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting mission specific training.   


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program and maintains a complete file on 
flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A. 
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Airplane Pilot, GS-2181-12/Helicopter Pilot, GS-2181-12 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Employees assigned to these positions are charged with the responsibility for the flying proficiency 
of pilots assigned or attached to the unit. This is a developmental position leading to the GS-13. 


Flies a variety of airplanes or helicopters to a variety of locations, some of which are unfamiliar, 
for the purpose of transporting passengers.  Flights include both day and night flying. 


Operation of single, twin, or multiple jet engine or turboprop aircraft fixed-wing or rotary aircraft   


Performs mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing. Ensures aircraft 
is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission. 


Conducts training of crewmembers. 


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting mission specific training.   


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to their aircraft specialty.   


Interviews pilots assigned or attached to determine backgrounds and training in various types of 
aircraft, especially in the type of aircraft assigned to the unit.   


Represents the unit by participating in discussions, meetings or serves on panels/committees. 


Serves as a representative of the Air Force Reserve to the public and dignitaries and high ranking 
personnel during visits and while performing duty at or away from home stations. 


Performs other duties related to flying and accomplishment of the unit operational and training 
mission. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A.  
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Airplane Pilot/Helicopter Pilot, GS-2181-13 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Accomplishes a variety of administrative duties related to flight instruction and mission 
accomplishments such as scheduling, squadron operations management, combat mission planning, 
and training.   


Analyzes and interprets unit goals, mission, metrics, policies and objectives.  Ensure that the unit 
meets or exceeds readiness requirements and is capable of supporting upgraded/modified/new 
aircraft as indicated, recommending new or changed programs to maintain wartime capability. 


Performs pilot and pilot in command duties in assigned aircraft and provides a full range of ground 
and airborne flight instruction to Reservist, instructors, flight examiners, and assigned personnel 
in unit type aircraft. 


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information. 


Performs mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing. 


Pilot’s aircraft and commands crew, operates aircraft controls and equipment. 


Performs or directs navigation, in-flight refueling and weapons delivery.   


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting mission specific training.   


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to their aircraft specialty.   


Interviews pilots assigned or attached to determine backgrounds and training in various types of 
aircraft, especially in the type of aircraft assigned to the unit.   


Schedules pilots as to type, phase and degree of flying training required and scheduling individual 
pilots for extra flying hours when determined necessary.   


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program and maintains a complete file on 
flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A. 
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Supervisory Airplane Flight Instructor, GS-2181-13 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Establishes policies and procedures for accomplishment of the flying mission.   


Coordinates plans and schedules with other organization managers and customers as appropriate. 


Instructs or examines pilots in flying proficiency, plans flights and training missions, evaluates 
pilots, plans course outlines, critiques pilots. 


Plans, organizes, and directs the activities of the organization, ensuring that work complies with 
legal and regulatory requirements and meets customer needs. 


Exercises supervisory personnel management responsibilities.   


Directs all operations and maintenance training programs for the Squadron.   


Reviews organization mission, functions, and manning. 


Responsible for the operational policies and procedures of the organization, ensures effective unit manning, 
retention, and recruitment of personnel.   


Manages the Squadron’s flying hour program to ensure equitable distribution among the assigned aircrews.   


Prepares the annual budget estimate for the organization and manages the current budget to ensure that 
funds are properly allocated and utilized. 


Conducts periodic analyses to identify budgetary deficiencies and ensures timely adjustments. 


Must execute the responsibilities of assigned duties and ensures the unit's wartime capability. 


Responsible for effective utilization of all resources of the squadron, including both personnel and 
equipment. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A.  


Experience Requirements: 


Two years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for progression into the position of Wing 
Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent.   
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Supervisory Airplane Flight Instructor, GS-2181-14 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Employees assigned to these positions supervise, direct and monitor operations programs for the 
training of a Reserve flying unit, including flight operations, unit training, intelligence, 
communications and tactical planning. 


Responsible to the Aircraft Operations Officer/Air Commander for all matters pertaining to 
operational readiness and effectiveness of the unit.  Directs all operations and maintenance training 
programs for the Squadron. 


Instructs or examines pilots in flying proficiency, plans flights and training missions, evaluates 
pilots, plans course outlines. 


Analyzes directives from higher headquarters and information available in form of accident reports 
and mission readiness reports in order to develop operational plans, standard operating procedures, 
and implementing instructions pertaining to General Military Training of Squadron personnel, 
electronic warfare, tactics training, flight operations, intelligence, and command center 
communications training. 


Ensures the operational readiness and effectiveness of the unit. 


Ensures effective unit manning, retention, and recruitment of personnel. 


Manages the Squadron’s flying hour program to ensure equitable distribution among the assigned 
aircrews. 


 Coordinates plans and programs with appropriate staff activities such as personnel, 
communications, maintenance, intelligence, medical, and armament to insure adequate facilities 
for aircraft crews. 


Observes and evaluates effectiveness of training programs and operation of other activities 
supervised. 


Participates in combat training missions and conduct post-mission critiques to evaluate 
effectiveness and proficiencies of air crews. 


Directs briefing of combat crews on such phases of mission as formation and tactics, weather, 
rendezvous points, targets, and expected enemy opposition. 
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Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table A.  


Experience Requirements: Three years of progressively responsible experience in a flying 
component of the U.S. military establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for 
progression into the position of Wing Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent.   
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Air Commander (Pilot, Navigator, ABM) GS-0301-15 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


As Commander of a Numbered Air Force (NAF), or Wing which is either a host organization or 
an organization tenanted on an Air Force installation of another command, plans, organizes, directs 
and controls the activities and operations of the unit through subordinate functional chief positions. 


Responsible for accomplishment of the variety of functions comprising the unit. 


Primary functions which characterize the unit commanded include aircraft maintenance, aircraft 
operations and training, and flying safety. 


At host locations a variety of base operating support functions, e.g., civil engineering, supply, 
personnel, resource plans, procurement, comptroller, etc., also comprise the reserve wing or group 
commanded. 


Directs through the subordinate supervisory structure, several hundred positions involved in 
accomplishment of the wide variety of functions essential to the fulfillment of the unit's mission. 


Implements directives and operation orders from higher headquarters. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table B. 


Experience Requirements: 


Three years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that would normally qualify for progression to the position of Wing 
Commander or its equivalent 
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Air Commander (Pilot, Navigator, ABM) GS-0301-14 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


As Vice Commander of a Wing or Group Commander which is either a host organization or an 
organization tenanted on an Air Force installation of another command, plans, organizes, directs 
and controls the activities and operations of the unit through subordinate functional chief positions 
responsible for accomplishment of the variety of functions comprising the unit. 


Primary functions which characterize the unit commanded include aircraft maintenance, aircraft 
operations and training, and flying safety. 


At host locations a variety of base operating support functions, e.g., civil engineering, supply, 
personnel, resource plans, procurement, comptroller, etc., also comprise the reserve wing or group 
commanded. 


Directs through the subordinate supervisory structure, several hundred positions involved in 
accomplishment of the wide variety of functions essential to the fulfillment of the unit's mission. 


Provides the training and required support for assigned reservists to achieve operational readiness. 


Implements directives and operation orders from higher headquarters. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table B. 


Experience Requirements: 


Three years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that would normally qualify for progression to the position of Wing 
Commander or its equivalent.   
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Safety and Occupational Health Manager (Pilot) GS-0018-13 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Plans, organizes, and coordinates a total safety program for the Numbered Air Force (NAF) or 
Headquarters AFRC . 


Manage the total safety program, which includes flying, explosives and ground safety, for the 
Reserve NAF and subordinate field units.   


Plans, organizes, coordinates and evaluates the implementation and execution of the AFRC and 
gaining command flying, 


Participates in aircraft accident investigations as requested by the gaining major commands or at 
the direction of the NAF commander. 


Participates in staff assistance visits to subordinate units to review and evaluate safety programs. 


Performs duty as pilot and staff monitor/observer on transport aircraft to evaluate status of flying 
safety programs; or pilots tactical fighter aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated on Table C. 


Experience Requirements: 


Applicants appointed competitively as a flight instructor at the GS-13 level must be currently 
qualified as instructor pilot in unit aircraft in which the duties of the position will be performed. 
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Airborne Command & Control Officer (AWACS), GS-2101-11 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Performs duties of Air Weapons Officer (AWO), Sensor Management Officer (SMO) or Electronic 
Combat Officer (ECO) to accomplish combat, combat support, training, and other missions. This 
is a developmental position to the GS-12. 


Learns to serve as an air Battle Manager Instructor.  Develops combat mission ready status in one 
on the following specialties: Electronic Combat Officer or Air Weapons Officer. Training received 
encompasses the full cycle of theory, formal classroom, and actual in-flight practice. 


Serves as mission aircrew member in the capacity of Electronic Combat Officer (ECO):  Manages 
passive detection system (PDS) operations. 


Plans passive detection system requirements to include extracting enemy order of battle from 
intelligence reports, coordinating data base updates with the MCC, SD, and ASO, determining 
external communications, and developing PDS inputs to identification plan.   


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information. 


Ensures aircraft and battle management command and control (BMC2) systems are preflighted, 
inspected, loaded, equipped and manned for mission. 


Controls assigned joint weapons systems (kinetic/non-kinetic, air/space/ground/cyber), forces, 
functions, and effects. Commands crew, operates available sensors/BMC2 systems. 


Performs coordinates, or directs joint fires, force accountability, dynamic package development, 
real-time dynamic targeting, tactical data link management/execution and airspace control.   


Conducts theater air, ground, and surface surveillance and detects and validates emerging targets, 
accomplishes, combat identification, applies rules of engagement, provides threat warning to joint 
forces and integrates joint/coalition C2 and ISR capabilities. 


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


 Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to this specialty. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table D. 
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Airborne Command & Control Officer (AWACS), GS-2101-12 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Serves as an Airborne Warning and Control Systems (AWACS) Air Battle Manager in the capacity 
of an Electronic Combat Officer Instructor or Air Weapons Officer Instructor.  Specifically, the 
incumbent will administer, schedule and conduct flight and ground training to develop, upgrade, 
and evaluate the skills of (AWACS) Air Battle Managers; perform aircrew duties as an ECO or 
AWO in the unit type aircraft; and, perform related staff support duties.   


Instructs and maintains combat mission ready status in one of the following specialties: Electronic 
Combat Officer, or Air Weapons Officer.  Training encompasses the full cycle of theory, formal 
classroom, and actual in-flight practice. 


Responsible for aircraft qualification and requalification, mission training of assigned or attached 
ABMs.   


Develops instructional standards, training plans, tests, lesson plans and other training materials.   


Administers, schedules and conducts flight and ground training to develop, upgrade, and evaluate 
the skills of the (AWACS) Air Battle Managers. 


Performs mission planning, preparation of flight plan, and crew briefing. 


Ensures aircraft and battle management command and control (BMC2) systems are preflighted, 
inspected, loaded, equipped and manned for mission.   


Controls assigned joint weapons systems (kinetic/non-kinetic, air/space/ground/cyber), forces, 
functions, and effects. 


Commands crew, operates available sensors/BMC2 systems. Performs, coordinates, or directs joint 
fires, force accountability, dynamic package development, real-time dynamic targeting, tactical 
data link management/execution and airspace control. 


Identifies resource and funding requirements.  Performs cost analysis, task analysis and student 
load factor analysis 


Provides threat warning to joint forces and integrates joint/coalition C2 and ISR capabilities. 


Conducts training of crewmembers. 


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting or supervising mission specific training.   


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to this specialty. 
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Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table D. 


Note:  The requirement for current qualification in a specific type of aircraft may be waived for 
noncompetitive movement provided the employee becomes instructor qualified within 1 year after 
assignment.  
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Airborne Command & Control Officer (AWACS), GS-2101-13 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Position serves as Instructor and Standardization Evaluation Examiner. 


Responsible for aircraft qualification and requalification, mission training of assigned or attached 
ABMs.   


Performs duties of Air Surveillance Officer (ASO), Senior Director (SD) or Mission Crew 
Commander (MCC) to accomplish combat, combat support, training, and other missions.    


Reviews mission taskings, intelligence, and weather information. 


Performs mission planning, preparation of flight plan, and crew briefing. 


Ensures aircraft and battle management command and control (BMC2) systems are preflighted, 
inspected, loaded, equipped and manned for mission.   


Controls assigned joint weapons systems (kinetic/non-kinetic, air/space/ground/cyber), forces, 
functions, and effects. 


Commands crew, operates available sensors/BMC2 systems. 


Performs, coordinates, or directs joint fires, force accountability, dynamic package development, 
real-time dynamic targeting, tactical data link management/execution and airspace control. 


Conducts theater air, ground, and surface surveillance and detects and validates emerging targets, 
accomplishes, combat identification, applies rules of engagement. 


Provides threat warning to joint forces and integrates joint/coalition C2 and ISR capabilities. 


Conducts training of crewmembers. 


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting or supervising mission specific training.    


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to this specialty. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table D. 


Experience Requirements: 


The requirement for current qualification in a specific type of aircraft may be waived for 
noncompetitive movement provided the employee becomes instructor qualified within 1 year after 
assignment. 
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Supervisory Air Battle Manager, GS-2101-13 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Serves as an Air Battle Manager instructor.  Instructs and maintains a combat mission ready status 
in one of the specialties; Mission Crew Commander, Air Surveillance Officer, or Senior Director. 


Positions direct and monitor operations programs for the training of a Reserve unit, including flight 
operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning. 


Formulates plans, standard operating procedures and implementing instructions pertaining to 
flying, navigation and unit training; plan for and schedule unit training facilities. 


Develops plans and procedures for administering flying safety programs including aircraft accident 
investigations, safety investigations and accident prevention surveys. 


Standardization/Evaluation As a member of the standardization board, evaluates and examines 
other ABM’s to determine degree of proficiency and adherence to aircrew procedures and crew 
coordination requirements.  Evaluates and examines instructors.   


Coordinates plans and programs with appropriate staff activities such as personnel, 
communications, maintenance, intelligence, medical, and armament to insure adequate facilities 
for aircraft crews. 


Observes and evaluates effectiveness of training programs and operation of other activities 
supervised. 


Participates in combat training missions and conducts post-mission critiques to evaluate 
effectiveness and proficiencies of air crews. 


Directs briefing of combat crews on such phases of mission as formation and tactics, weather, 
rendezvous points, targets, and expected enemy opposition. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table D.  


Experience Requirements: 


Two years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for progression into the position of Wing 
Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent. 
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Supervisory Air Battle Manager, GS-2101-14 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervise, direct and monitor operations programs for the training of a Reserve flying unit, 
including flight operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning. 


Directs all operations and maintenance training programs for the Squadron.   


Prepares the annual budget estimate for the organization and manages the current budget to ensure 
that  funds  are properly allocated and utilized. Conducts periodic analyses to identify budgetary 
deficiencies and ensures timely adjustments 


Serves as an Air Battle Manager instructor.  Instructs and maintains a combat mission ready status 
in one of the specialties; Mission Crew Commander, Air Surveillance Officer, or Senior Director. 


Evaluates and examines other ABM’s to determine degree of proficiency and adherence to aircrew 
procedures and crew standardization/evaluation examiner. 


Directs all operations and maintenance training programs for the Squadron.   


Responsible for war readiness and preparing the flying Squadron for operational Readiness 
Inspections (ORI). 


Position directs and monitors operations programs for the training of a Reserve unit, including 
flight operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning. 


Develops plans and procedures for administering flying safety programs including aircraft accident 
investigations, safety investigations and accident prevention surveys. 


Coordinates plans and programs with appropriate staff activities such as personnel, 
communications, maintenance, intelligence, medical, and armament to insure adequate facilities 
for aircraft crews. 


Participates in combat training missions and conducts post-mission critiques to evaluate 
effectiveness and proficiencies of air crews. 


Directs briefings of combat crews on such phases of mission as formation and tactics, weather, 
rendezvous points, targets, and expected enemy opposition. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table D.  
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Experience Requirements: 


Three years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for progression into the position of Wing 
Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent.   
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Navigator, GS-2183-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Positions are in developmental training to obtain flying proficiency required of Combat System 
Officer (CSO) assigned to the unit.  This is a developmental position leading to the target grade of 
GS-11. 


Performs duties of CSO to accomplish assigned missions.    


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information.   


Participates in mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing. 


Ensures aircraft is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission.   


Navigates aircraft to accomplish assigned mission. 


Operates available navigation systems.    


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program.   


Maintains a complete file on flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E. 
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Navigator, GS-2183-11 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Performs duties of CSO to accomplish assigned missions. 


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information.   


Participates in mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing. 


Ensures aircraft is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission.    


Navigates aircraft to accomplish assigned mission. 


Operates available navigation systems.  Assists commanders and performs staff functions related 
to this specialty.   


Schedules CSOs as to type, phase and degree of flying training required and scheduling individual 
CSOs for extra flying hours when determined necessary.   


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program and maintains a complete file on 
flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E. 
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Navigator (Instructor) GS-2183-12 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Position serves as Instructor navigator/CSOs, Examiners, and Standardization Evaluation 
Examiners. 


Responsible for aircraft qualification and requalification, instrument flight and tactical/airlift 
mission training of assigned or attached navigator/CSOs. 


Performs duties of navigator/CSO to accomplish assigned missions.    


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information.   


Participates in mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing.   


Ensures aircraft is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission.   


Navigates aircraft to accomplish assigned mission. Operates available navigation systems.    


Conducts training of crewmembers. 


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting mission specific training.   


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders. 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to this specialty.   


Interviews navigator CSOs assigned or attached to determine backgrounds and training in various 
types of aircraft, especially in the type of aircraft assigned to the unit.   


Schedules navigator/CSOs as to type, phase and degree of flying training required and scheduling 
individual navigator/CSOs for extra flying hours when determined necessary.   


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program and maintains a complete file on 
flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E.   


Note:  The requirement for current qualification in a specific type of aircraft may be waived for 
noncompetitive movement provided the employee becomes instructor qualified within 1 year after 
assignment. 
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Navigator (Instructor), GS-2183-13 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Serves as F-15E Flying Training Unit (FTU) Instructor navigator/WSO/CSO/pilot, Examiners, and 
Standardization Evaluation Examiners; 


Responsible for aircraft qualification and requalification, instrument flight and tactical/airlift 
mission training of assigned or attached navigators/WSO/CSOs/pilots;   


Performs duties of navigator/WSO/CSO/pilot to accomplish assigned missions;    


Reviews mission tasking, intelligence, and weather information; 


Participates in mission planning, preparation and filing of flight plan, and crew briefing; 


Ensures aircraft is preflighted, inspected, loaded, equipped, and manned for mission; 


Navigates aircraft to accomplish assigned mission. Operates available navigation systems;   


Conducts training of crewmembers; 


Ensures operational readiness of crew by conducting mission specific training; 


Develops plans and policies, monitors operations, and advises commanders; 


Assists commanders and performs staff functions related to this specialty; 


Interviews navigator WSO/CSOs/pilot assigned or attached to determine backgrounds and training 
in various types of aircraft, especially in the type of aircraft assigned to the unit;   


Schedules navigator/WSO/CSOs/pilot as to type, phase and degree of flying training required and 
schedules individual navigator/WSO/CSOs/pilot for extra flying hours as necessary. 


Conducts a continuous and aggressive flying safety program and maintains a complete file on 
flying safety matters for the education of all assigned aircrew. 


Expert knowledge and mastery of higher level tactical and technical skills in rapidly changing 
environments. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E.   
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Note:  The requirement for current qualification in a specific type of aircraft may be waived for 
noncompetitive movement provided the employee becomes instructor qualified within 1 year after 
assignment. 
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Supervisory Navigator (Instructor), GS-2183-13 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Plans, directs, organizes, and exercises control over nonsupervisory employees assigned to an Air 
Force Reserve Command (AFRC) Standards and Evaluation organization. 


Advises and provides counsel to employees regarding policies, procedure, and directives of 
management. 


Performs self-inspection and presents detailed and comprehensive report with any corrective 
action taken to supervisor. 


Instructs and/or examines navigators in flying proficiency, plan flight and training missions, 
evaluates navigators, plans course outlines, critiques navigators. 


Position directs and monitors operation programs for the training of a Reserve unit, including flight 
operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning in addition to 
assisting and sharing in the accomplishment of duties and responsibilities with the Operations 
Officer. 


Formulates plans, standard operating procedures and implementing instructions pertaining to 
flying, navigation and unit training. 


Plans for and schedule unit training facilities such as instrument and navigation trainers, 
classrooms and training aids. 


Develops plans and procedures for administering flying safety programs including aircraft accident 
investigations, safety investigations and accident prevention surveys. 


Coordinates plans and programs with appropriate staff activities such as personnel, 
communications, maintenance, intelligence, medical, and armament to insure adequate facilities 
for aircraft crews. 


Observes and evaluates effectiveness of training programs and operation of other activities 
supervised.   


Participates in combat training missions and conduct post-mission critiques to evaluate 
effectiveness and proficiencies of air crews. 


Prepares operations orders for movement of units, combat and training missions, maneuvers and 
exercises. 


Directs briefings of combat crews on such phases of mission as formation and tactics, weather, 
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rendezvous points, targets, and expected enemy opposition. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E.  


Experience Requirements: 


Two years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for progression into the position of Wing 
Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent.   
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Supervisory Navigator (Instructor), GS-2183-14 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises, directs and monitors operation programs for the training of a Reserve flying unit, 
including flight operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning. 


Responsible to the Aircraft Operations Officer/Air Commander (as appropriate) for all matters 
pertaining to operational readiness and effectiveness of the unit.   


Manages the total operations function of the squadron.   


Directs all operations and maintenance training program for the Squadron. 


Instructs and/or examines navigators in flying proficiency, plan flight and training missions, 
evaluates navigators, plans course outlines, critiques navigators. 


Position directs and monitors operations programs for the training of a Reserve unit including 
flight operations, unit training, intelligence, communications and tactical planning. 


Reviews mission of Reserve organizations in terms of specific objectives and related priorities. 


Formulates plans, standard operating procedures and implementing instructions pertaining to 
flying, navigation and unit training. 


Schedules unit training facilities such as instrument and navigation trainers, classrooms and 
training aids. 


Develops plans and procedures for administering flying safety programs including aircraft accident 
investigations, safety investigations and accident prevention surveys. 


Coordinates plans and programs with appropriate staff activities such as personnel, 
communications, maintenance, intelligence, medical, and armament to insure adequate facilities 
for aircraft crews. 


Observes and evaluates effectiveness of training programs and operation of other activities 
supervised.   


Participates in combat training missions and conducts post-mission critiques to evaluate 
effectiveness and proficiencies of air crews. 


Prepares operation orders for movement of units, combat and training missions, maneuvers and 
exercises. 
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Directs briefings of combat crews on such phases of mission as formation and tactics, weather, 
rendezvous points, targets, and expected enemy opposition. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required: 


To qualify, individuals must hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Table E.  


Experience Requirements: 


Three years of progressively responsible experience in a flying component of the U.S. military 
establishment in assignments that normally would qualify for progression into the position of Wing 
Operations and Training Officer or its equivalent.   
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Table A - GS-2181 Supplemental Officer Qualifications   


(Notes 1,2,3,4,5) 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Airplane Pilot & 
Helicopter Pilot, GS-
2181-09 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order.  Must be an undergraduate pilot trainee (UPT) graduate. No specific number of 
flying hours are required for the GS-09. 


Airplane Pilot & 
Helicopter Pilot, GS-
2181-11 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order. Minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in Mission Design Series (MDS). 


Airplane Pilot & 
Helicopter Pilot, GS-
2181-12 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order. Minimum of 750 Total Military Flight Time in MDS. 


Airplane Flight & 
Helicopter Flight, 
GS-2181-13 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,000 Total Military Flight Time in MDS. 
  
 


Supervisory Airplane 
Flight 
Instructor, 
GS-2181-13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order. Minimum of 1,200 Total Military Flight Time and Instructor qualified in unit MDS. 
 


Supervisory Airplane 
Flight 
Instructor, 
GS-2181-14 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,500 Total Military Flight Time and Instructor qualified in unit MDS. 
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Table B - GS-0301 Supplemental Officer Qualifications   


(Notes 1,2,3,4,5) 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Aircraft Operations 
Officer 
GS-0301-14 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Senior Pilot or USAF Senior Navigator or USAF Senior 
Combat Systems Officer (CSO) or Senior Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Pilot or Senior Air Battle 
Manager rating or 12 years of total rated service and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Minimum of 2,000 Total Military Flight Time and previous instructor qualification is required in any 
Mission Design Series (MDS). 
 


Air Commander (Pilot, 
Navigator, ABM) 
GS-0301-14 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Senior Pilot or USAF Senior Navigator or USAF Senior 
Combat Systems Officer (CSO) or Senior RPA Pilot or Senior Air Battle Manager rating or 12 years of 
total rated service and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 2,000 Total Military 
Flight Time and previous instructor qualification is required in any MDS. 


Air Commander (Pilot, 
Navigator, ABM) 
GS-0301-15 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Command Pilot or USAF Command Navigator or USAF 
Master Combat Systems Officer (CSO) or Command RPA Pilot or Master Air Battle Manager rating or 
15 years of total rated service and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 2,500 
Total Military Flight Time and Previous instructor qualification is required in any MDS. 
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Table C - GS-0018 Supplemental Officer Qualifications   


 (Notes: 1,2,3,4,5) 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Safety and Occupational 
Health Manager (Pilot) 
GS-0018-13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for USAF Pilot rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical Order.  Minimum of 1,000 Total Military Flight Time and instructor qualified in unit 
aircraft. 
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Table D - GS-2101 Supplemental Officer Qualifications   


 (NOTES 1,2,3,4,5) 


 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Airborne Command & 
Control Officer 


(AWACS),GS-2101-11 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Air Battle Manager rating and hold a valid aviation 
service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time in Mission Design Series (MDS). 


Airborne Command & 
Control Officer 
(AWACS),GS-2101-12 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Air Battle Manager rating and hold a valid aviation 
service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 750 Total Military Flight Time and instructor qualified in unit 
aircraft. 


Airborne Command & 
Control Officer 
(AWACS),GS-2101-13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Air Battle Manager rating and hold a valid aviation 
service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,000 Total Military Flight Time and instructor qualified in unit 
aircraft. 


Supervisory Air Battle 
Manager (ABM), 
GS-2101-13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for an Air Battle Manager rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,200 Total Military Flight Time and Instructor qualified in unit MDS. 
 


Supervisory Air Battle 
Manager (ABM), 
 GS-2101-14 
 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for an Air Battle Manager rating and hold a valid aviation service 
aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,500 Total Military Flight Time and instructor qualified in unit MDS.   
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Table E - GS-2183 Supplemental Officer Qualifications   


(Notes 1,2,3,4,5) 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Navigator, 
GS-2183-09 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Navigator or Combat Systems Officer rating and hold a 
valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Must be an undergraduate navigator trainee (UNT) graduate.  


Navigator, 
GS-2183-11 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Navigator or Combat Systems Officer rating and hold a 
valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in Mission Design 
Series (MDS). 


Navigator (Instructor) 
GS-2183-12/13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Navigator or Combat Systems Officer rating and hold a 
valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Minimum of 1,000 Total Military Flight Time and instructor 
qualified in unit aircraft. 
 


Supervisory, Navigator 
(Instructor) 
GS-2183-13 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Navigator and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical 
order.  Minimum of 1,200 Total Military Flight Time and Instructor qualified in unit MDS. 
 


Supervisory, Navigator 
(Instructor) 
GS-2183-14 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a USAF Navigator and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical 
order.  Minimum of 1,500 Total Military Flight Time and instructor qualified in unit MDS.   







 
 


NOTES 


 


•  “Total Military Flight Time” is the cumulative sum of all rated/Career Enlisted Aviator 
position’s flying time to include Primary Time, Secondary Time, Instructor Time, Evaluator 
Time, Student, Simulator and Other US Military and Foreign Military Time. 


• Primary, instructor or evaluator hours in fighter, rotary and high performance training aircraft 
(i.e. F-35, F-22, F-16, F-15E, A-10, HH-60, UH-1, T-38, T-37, T-6) may be counted twice 
when determining total time.  Flying hours logged as a student should be credited one-for-
one.   


• “Instructor Qualified” is defined as completing an approved instructor syllabus course.  
Individuals are required to submit AF Form 8 Certificate of Aircrew Qualification or AF 
Form 942 Record of Evaluation from their Flight Evaluation Folder or equivalent sister 
service Record of Instructor Evaluation. 


• Mission Design Series (MDS) is defined as mission type: Fighter, Mobility, Bomber, Rescue, 
Special Operations, C2ISR and Trainer. (i.e., Fighter MDS includes F-35, F-22, F-16, F-
15C/E, A-10, F-18, AV-8, etc.,) Any MDS is qualified to fill Trainer MDS. 


• Recency requirement is defined as actively flown military aircraft within the past eight (8) 
years. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


GS-2185 Supplemental Enlisted ART Qualifications 


Each of the positions covered are different in nature and character.   However each position 
performs work, instructs or supervises flight crew work under the series definition for Aircrew 
Technician Series, GS-2185. 


Titles and Series for these positions are as follows: 


      - Aerial Refueling Technician, GS-2185 


      - Aerial Refueling Technician (Instructor), GS-2185 


      - Supervisory Aerial Refueling Technician, GS-2185 


      - Flight Engineer, GS-2185 


      - Flight Engineer (Instructor), GS-2185 


      - Supervisory Flight Engineer, GS-2185 


      -  Aircraft Loadmaster, GS-2185 


      - Aircraft Loadmaster (Instructor), GS-2185 


      - Supervisory Aircraft Loadmaster, GS-2185 


      - Flight Services Technician, GS-2185 


      - Flight Services Technician (Instructor Lead), GS-2185 


       - Supervisory Flight Services, GS-2185-10 


      - Aircraft Sensor Operator, GS-2185 


      - Aircraft Sensor Operator (Instructor), GS-2185 


      - Airborne Communications Systems Technician GS-2185 


      - Airborne Communications Systems Technician (Instructor), GS-2185 


 


Classification of positions under this part requires that they accomplish aircrew duties before, 
during and after flight in military aircraft.   


 


 







 
 


 


AERIAL REFUELING TECHNICIAN, GS-2185-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Performs through-flight refueling aircrew duties. 


Checks forms for equipment status. 


Performs visual and operational check of air refueling and associated systems and equipment. 


Performs preflight, through-flight, and post-flight inspections. 


Accomplishes preflight and post-flight records and reports. 


Performs in-flight operational check of air refueling systems. 


Operates in-flight air refueling controls and switches to safely affect contact between tanker and 
receiver aircraft. 


Performs emergency operations and procedures as required for emergency off-load and on-load of 
fuel. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Accomplishes load planning of cargo/passenger loads if required. 


Controls cargo/passenger loading and off-loading operations. 


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Ensures availability of fleet service equipment and receives and stows in-flight meals. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Air Refueling Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 







 
 


AERIAL REFUELING TECHNICIAN (Instructor), GS-2185-10 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Provides ground and flight training instruction for developing, upgrading, and evaluating the skills 
of aerial refueling aircrew member. 


Performs aerial refueling technician duties on assigned missions. 


Performs in-flight refueling aircrew duties. 


Develops and provides technical aerial refueling technician upgrade and proficiency 
training/instruction to Reserve aircrew members and ART personnel. 


Directly assists the pilot in loading data into Inertial or Global Position systems and Flight 
Management System Computer. 


Accomplishes preflight and post-flight records and reports. 


Performs in-flight operational check of air refueling systems. 


Monitors control panel for proper operation of equipment during air refueling, and advises receiver 
pilot of actions required to safely maintain position within the air-refueling envelope. 


Keeps tanker pilot informed as to progress of air refueling operations. 


Performs emergency operations and procedures as required for emergency off-load and on-load of 
fuel. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Determines cargo restraint requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART aerial refueling 
technicians. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Air Refueling Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 







 
 


 


SUPERVISORY AERIAL REFUELING TECHNICIAN (Instructor), GS-2185-11 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervise and directs aerial refueling operator functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Conducts through-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART aerial refueling 
technicians. 


Prepare lectures, demonstrate, plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Plans, organizes, and directs the activities of the aerial refueling section, ensuring that operational 
and training duties pertaining to aerial refueling technicians comply with legal and regulatory 
requirements and meet organization mission. 


Performs visual and operational check of air refueling and associated systems and equipment. 


Performs preflight, thru-flight, and post-flight inspections. 


Directs receiver aircraft into air refueling position. 


Operates in-flight air refueling controls and switches to safely affect contact between tanker and 
receiver aircraft. 


Monitors control panel for proper operation of equipment during air refueling, and advises receiver 
pilot of actions required to safely maintain position within the air-refueling envelope. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Controls cargo/passenger loading and off-loading operations. 


Directs the placement of material handling equipment to accomplish cargo on/off loading 
operations. 


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Determines cargo restraint requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Air Refueling Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 







 
 


 


FLIGHT ENGINEER,  GS-2185 -09 


 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Performs aircraft inspections. 


Performs aircrew visual inspection; non-scheduled aircraft maintenance; and preflight, through-
flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft away from home station. 


Maintains aircraft forms and records during flight and while aircraft is away from home station.   


Determines and verifies passenger, cargo, fuel, and emergency and special equipment distribution 
and weight. 


Determines engine fuel consumption using airspeed, atmospheric data, charts, computer, or 
electronic calculator. 


Operates engine controls to provide desired efficiency and economy. 


Monitors engine instruments throughout period of operation. 


Controls, monitors, and regulates aircraft systems such as electric, communication, navigation, 
hydraulic, pneudraulic, fuel, air conditioning, and pressurization; ventilation; auxiliary power unit; 
and lubrication systems. 


Observes warning indicators and light for fire, overheat, depressurization, and system failure. 


Reports abnormal conditions to pilot, and recommends corrective action. 


Performs duties as gunner, hoist operator, and cargo sling operator. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Organizes flight engineering standardization, qualification, and other requirements of flight 
engineer logs, reports, and records for accuracy, completeness, format, and compliance with 
current directives. 


Directs standardization of flight engineer performance in conjunction with aircraft performance 
engineering, engine conditioning, and preventive maintenance programs. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Air Refueling Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 







 
 


 


FLIGHT ENGINEER (INSTRUCTOR),  GS-2185 -10 


 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART flight engineers. 
Prepare lectures, demonstrate, plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Advises organizational commander or staff agencies on status of flight engineer activities and 
adequacy of equipment. 


Maintains aircraft forms and records during flight and while aircraft is away from home station.   


Computes and applies aircraft weight, balance, and performance data. 


Determines and verifies passenger, cargo, fuel, and emergency and special equipment distribution 
and weight. 


Computes aircraft weight and balance to ensure specified limits are maintained. 


Determines engine fuel consumption using airspeed, atmospheric data, charts, computer, or 
electronic calculator. 


Assists pilot or performs engine starts, and monitors run-up, flight operations, and engine 
shutdown. 


Controls, monitors, and regulates aircraft systems such as electric, communication, navigation, 
hydraulic, pneudraulic, fuel, air conditioning, and pressurization; ventilation; auxiliary power unit; 
and lubrication systems. 


Reports abnormal conditions to pilot, and recommends corrective action. 


Performs duties as gunner, hoist operator, and cargo sling operator. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Organizes flight engineering standardization, qualification, and other requirements of flight 
engineer logs, reports, and records for accuracy, completeness, format, and compliance with 
current directives. 


Administers qualification flight to personnel engaged in flight engineer activities within flight test 
and operations organizations. 







 
 


Directs standardization of flight engineer performance in conjunction with aircraft performance 
engineering, engine conditioning, and preventive maintenance programs.. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Engineers must hold or 
qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


 


SUPERVISORY FLIGHT ENGINEER (INSTRUCTOR),  GS-2185 -11 


 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises flight engineers operations and performs aircrew flight engineer instructor duties. 


Provide training, instruction, and evaluations that result in the initial flight qualification of all aircraft 
flight engineers; 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART flight engineers. 
Prepare lectures, demonstrate, plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Advises organizational commander or staff agencies on status of flight engineer activities and 
adequacy of equipment. 


Develops and provides technical flight engineer upgrade and proficiency training and instruction 
to Reserve aircrew members and ART personnel 


Performs aircrew visual inspection; non-scheduled aircraft maintenance; and preflight, through-
flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft away from home station. 


Maintains aircraft forms and records during flight and while aircraft is away from home station.   


Computes aircraft weight and balance to ensure specified limits are maintained. 


Determines engine fuel consumption using airspeed, atmospheric data, charts, computer, or 
electronic calculator. 


Assists pilot or performs engine starts, and monitors run-up, flight operations, and engine 
shutdown.   


Controls, monitors, and regulates aircraft systems such as electric, communication, navigation, 
hydraulic, pneudraulic, fuel, air conditioning, and pressurization; ventilation; auxiliary power unit; 
and lubrication systems. 


Observes warning indicators and light for fire, overheat, depressurization, and system failure. 


Performs duties as gunner, hoist operator, and cargo sling operator. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   







 
 


Organizes flight engineering standardization, qualification, and other requirements of flight 
engineer logs, reports, and records for accuracy, completeness, format, and compliance with 
current directives. 


Directs standardization of flight engineer performance in conjunction with aircraft performance 
engineering, engine conditioning, and preventive maintenance programs. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Engineers must hold or 
qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


 


SUPERVISORY FLIGHT ENGINEER (INSTRUCTOR),  GS-2185 -12 


 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Supervises and directs flight engineer functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART flight engineers. 
Prepare lectures, demonstrate, plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Advises organizational commander or staff agencies on status of flight engineer activities and 
adequacy of equipment. Maintains qualifications in aircraft. 


Develops and provides technical flight engineer upgrade and proficiency training and instruction 
to Reserve aircrew members and ART personnel 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning). 


Directs standardization of flight engineer performance in conjunction with aircraft performance 
engineering, engine conditioning, and preventive maintenance programs. 


Performs aircrew visual inspection; non-scheduled aircraft maintenance; and preflight, through-
flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft away from home station. 


Maintains aircraft forms and records during flight and while aircraft is away from home station.   


Computes aircraft weight and balance to ensure specified limits are maintained. 


Determines engine fuel consumption using airspeed, atmospheric data, charts, computer, or 
electronic calculator. 


Monitors engine instruments throughout period of operation. 


Controls, monitors, and regulates aircraft systems such as electric, communication, navigation, 
hydraulic, pneudraulic, fuel, air conditioning, and pressurization; ventilation; auxiliary power unit; 
and lubrication systems. 


Organizes flight engineering standardization, qualification, and other requirements of flight 
engineer logs, reports, and records for accuracy, completeness, format, and compliance with 
current directives. 


Evaluates individual and group performance in terms of effectiveness and qualification in using 







 
 


equipment and materials. 


Renders advice and technical assistance to agencies engaged in functions associated with flight 
engineer activities. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Engineers must hold or 
qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER GS-2185-08 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Accomplishes load planning of cargo/passenger loads if required. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Controls cargo/passenger loading and off-loading operations. 


Operates the aircraft winch to on/offload cargo. 


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Ensures availability of fleet service equipment and passenger comfort items. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Accomplishes in-flight checks according to flight manual procedures. 


Completes required aircraft forms documentation and border clearance requirements.   


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 


Inspects cargo and platforms, extraction systems and connects static lines. 


Checks tie-downs, parachutes, containers, suspension systems, and extraction systems to ensure 
proper cargo extraction or release. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 







 
 


 


AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER GS-2185-09 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Provides ground and flight duties, assists the pilot in the operation of the aircraft; performs 
traditional loadmaster duties, accomplish required data gathering duties. 


Develops a plan, coordinates requirements, directs personnel, and executes activities in support of 
Contingency Response Team (CRT) airlift operations. 


Performs staff work based on specialized knowledge of the unit’s mission, assigned aircraft and 
the related programs to ensure safe and successful accomplishment of required training, assigned 
mission support and airlift support requirements 


Manages, monitors, and coordinates training requirements. 


Reviews aircraft forms for condition of aircraft. 


Accomplishes preflight inspection of aerospace ground equipment and applies external power to 
the aircraft. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Ensures availability of fleet service equipment and passenger comfort items. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Completes required aircraft forms documentation and border clearance requirements.   


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 







 
 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER (INSTRUCTOR), GS-2185-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Develops and provides technical loadmaster upgrade and proficiency training/instruction to 
Reserve aircrew member and ART personnel. 


Conducts flight and ground training which develops, upgrades, and evaluates the skills of 
loadmaster aircrew members. 


Develops and provides instruction techniques used for various Mission Specific Duties such as:  
Combat Aircrew Training, Tactical and Airdrop, Mobile Aerial Port, Air Rescue and Recovery,  
Special Operations,  Night Vision Goggle (NVG) Operations, Drop Zone Control Officer (DZCO), 
Banner Support Missions, Airdrop of nonstandard/test loads, Functional Check Flights,  
Aeromedical Evacuation, Ice Cap Operations, Emergency Airlift of Personnel, Test Certification, 
Combat Offload, Special Operations, Pyrotechnics Manual Launch Procedures, Space Container 
Modification, Modular Airborne Fire Fighting Systems, and Aerial Spraying. 


Accomplishes preflight inspection of aerospace ground equipment and applies external power to 
the aircraft. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Controls cargo/passenger loading and off-loading operations. 


Directs the placement of material handling equipment to accomplish cargo on/off loading 
operations. 


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   







 
 


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 


Checks tie-downs, parachutes, containers, suspension systems, and extraction systems to ensure 
proper cargo extraction or release. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER, (Instructor) GS-2185-10 


Duties and Responsibilities: 


Provides ground and flight training instruction for developing, upgrading, and evaluating the 
skills of loadmaster aircrew members. 
Assist the pilot in the operation of the aircraft; perform loadmaster duties on assigned 
missions. 
Accomplish required flight engineering duties. 


Provides oversight for loadmaster operations and perform aircrew loadmaster instructor duties at 
the Formal Training Unit (FTU). 


Conducts flight and ground training which develops, upgrades, and evaluates the skills of 
loadmaster aircrew members. 


Develops a plan, coordinates requirements, directs personnel, and executes activities in support of 
Contingency Response Team (CRT) airlift operations. 


Accomplishes preflight inspection of aerospace ground equipment and applies external power to 
the aircraft. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 


Inspects cargo and platforms, extraction systems and connects static lines. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


 







 
 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


SUPERVISORY AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER, GS-2185-10 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises and directs loadmaster functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART loadmasters. 


Provides ground and flight training instruction for developing, upgrading, and evaluating the 
skills of loadmaster aircrew members. 


Performs staff work based on specialized knowledge of the unit’s mission, assigned aircraft and 
the related programs to ensure safe and successful accomplishment of required training. 


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Accomplishes load planning of cargo/passenger loads if required. 


Accomplishes preflight inspection of aerospace ground equipment and applies external power to 
the aircraft. 


Operates aircraft radio systems. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Directs the placement of material handling equipment to accomplish cargo on/off loading 
operations. 


Ensures cargo/passengers are placed according to load plans. 


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Completes required aircraft forms documentation and border clearance requirements.   


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 







 
 


Checks tie-downs, parachutes, containers, suspension systems, and extraction systems to ensure 
proper cargo extraction or release. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


 


SUPERVISORY AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER (INSTRUCTOR), GS-2185-11 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises and directs loadmaster functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Plans, organizes, and directs the activities of the loadmaster section, ensuring operational and 
training duties pertaining to loadmasters comply with legal and regulatory requirements and meet 
organizational mission. 


Develops and provides training for loadmaster instructors and flight examiners as well as 
loadmaster aircrew upgrade and proficiency training/instruction as needed.   


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART loadmasters. 


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Accomplishes preflight inspection of aerospace ground equipment and applies external power to 
the aircraft. 


Accomplishes pre-flight inspection of the aircraft and cargo/airdrop systems according to flight 
manual procedures.   


Controls cargo/passenger loading and off-loading operations. 


Directs the placement of material handling equipment to accomplish cargo on/off loading 
operations. 


Determines cargo restrains requirements according to criteria and directs and checks the 
application of cargo restraint equipment. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Accomplishes in-flight checks according to flight manual procedures. Airdrop qualified 
Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to directives. Attaches 
extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 







 
 


Inspects cargo and platforms, extraction systems and connects static lines. 


Checks tie-downs, parachutes, containers, suspension systems, and extraction systems to ensure 
proper cargo extraction or release. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


 


SUPERVISORY AIRCRAFT LOADMASTER (INSTRUCTOR), GS-2185-12 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises and directs loadmaster functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Directs, coordinates, and oversees work through subordinate supervisors.   


Receives cargo/passenger load briefing and reviews load plan and cargo documentation. 


Develops goals and objectives that integrate the loadmaster function with operations objectives. 


Establishes, reviews, or revises policies, procedures, mission objectives, and organization design 
for the staff as necessary. 


Establishes, develops, and maintains effective working relationships with operations, maintenance 
and resource managers and staff. 


Manages the development of loadmaster training/recertification programs, providing training for 
loadmaster instructors and flight examiners as well as loadmaster aircrew upgrade and proficiency 
training/instruction as needed.   


Directs the placement of material handling equipment to accomplish cargo on/off loading 
operations. 


Establishes, develops, and maintains effective working relationships with operations, maintenance 
and resource managers and staff. 


Accomplishes passenger briefings to include the use of emergency equipment, evacuation 
procedures, and border clearance requirements. 


Demonstrates the use of passenger emergency oxygen systems and life vests. 


Computes and completes aircraft weight and balance documentation either manually or 
electronically. 


Visually monitors aircraft clearances (interior and exterior), identifies proximal threats to the 
aircraft and initiates corrective actions (aircraft scanning).   


Completes required aircraft forms documentation and border clearance requirements.   


Airdrop qualified Loadmasters only: Conducts cargo and personnel airdrops according to 
directives. Attaches extraction parachutes to cargo and platforms. 


Checks tie-downs, parachutes, containers, suspension systems, and extraction systems to ensure 







 
 


proper cargo extraction or release. 


Operates aircraft airdrop systems and monitors cargo and paratroopers exiting the aircraft. 


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART loadmasters. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Aircraft Loadmasters must hold 
or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
 


 
 
 


  Aircraft Sensor Operator, GS-2185-09 
 


 Duties and Responsibilities: 


Develops and provide technical AC-130 Sensor Operator upgrade and proficiency training and 
instruction to Active Duty, Reserve aircrew members and ART personnel 


 
Provides formal classroom instruction and on-the-job training 
 
Develops, establishes, validates, and maintains unit training program encompassing all flight 
systems using the instructional systems development (ISD) process 
 
Develops instructional standards, training, lesson plans, tests and other training materials 
 
Selects appropriate instructional media based on individual student’s learning requirements.  
These instructional media include the AC-130, simulator, classroom and computer based 
training. 
 
Analyzes and interprets guidance regarding aircrew duties and proficiency requirements, flight 
safety and other related materials.   
 
Reviews training objectives and determines the scope of training required. 
 
Schedules and conducts ground and flight training for qualification and proficiency 
requirements, encompassing all sensor operator duties. 
 
Evaluates the effectiveness of the unit training program. 
 
Schedules and conducts training for instructors and flight examiners on instructional 
methodology, student assessment and training techniques 
 
Leads or participates in process improvement teams to recommend improvements to 
instructional methods or processes. 
 
Directly assists the aircraft pilot in the operation of the aircraft by performing as an aircrew 
technician. 
 
Accomplishes a wide variety of primary aircrew pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight duties 
including Bold Face Emergency procedures. 
 
Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify for Aircraft Sensor Operator, 
must hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 







 
 


 
 
 
 


Aircraft Sensor Operator (Instructor), GS-2185-10 
 


 Duties and Responsibilities: 


Develops and provide technical AC-130 Sensor Operator upgrade and proficiency training and 
instruction to Active Duty, Reserve aircrew members and ART personnel 


 
Provides formal classroom instruction and on-the-job training 
 
Develops, establishes, validates, and maintains unit training program encompassing all flight 
systems using the instructional systems development (ISD) process 
 
Develops instructional standards, training, lesson plans, tests and other training materials 
 
Selects appropriate instructional media based on individual student’s learning requirements.  
These instructional media include the AC-130, simulator, classroom and computer based 
training. 
 
Analyzes and interprets guidance regarding aircrew duties and proficiency requirements, flight 
safety and other related materials.   
 
Reviews training objectives and determines the scope of training required. 
 
Schedules and conducts ground and flight training for qualification and proficiency 
requirements, encompassing all sensor operator duties. 
 
Evaluates the effectiveness of the unit training program. 
 
Schedules and conducts training for instructors and flight examiners on instructional 
methodology, student assessment and training techniques 
 
Leads or participates in process improvement teams to recommend improvements to 
instructional methods or processes. 
 
Directly assists the aircraft pilot in the operation of the aircraft by performing as an aircrew 
technician. 
 
Accomplishes a wide variety of primary aircrew pre-flight, in-flight and post-flight duties 
including Bold Face Emergency procedures. 
 
Instructs and performs Gunship Sensor Operator Duties. 
  







 
 


Conducts unconventional/conventional warfare and special operations missions to include close 
air support, interdiction, armed reconnaissance, combat search and rescue and limited forward air 
control. 
 
 
Monitors radio communications. Determines disposition and locations of hostile and/or friendly 
forces by studying available intelligence data. 
 
Operates all mission video/audio recording equipment. 
 
Assists in air navigation, Air Order of Battle (AOB) integration, fire control planning and 
determining effective weapons control and delivery tactics to achieve overall mission objectives.  
Utilizes laser target marking systems to provide target identification and illumination for onboard 
weapons delivery, and in support of other combat assets. 
 
Conducts aircrew debriefing and prepares evaluation reports. 
 
Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify Aircraft Sensor Operator must 
hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 
 


 


 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


Airborne Communications Systems Technician, GS-2185-08 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Determines unit Airborne Communications Systems Technician (ACST) training and tactical 
requirements by analyzing missions, combat readiness reports, accident reports, flight evaluation 
reports, electronic jamming reports, and directive from higher headquarters 


Formulates communication plans for worldwide mission and training flights over land and sea 
based upon published military control information and International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) publications, unit training requirements, mission requirements, and directives from 
higher headquarters 


Schedules and conducts on-the-job, classroom, and inflight training to maintain proficiency of 
qualified reserve airborne communications technicians and for upgrading of subjourneyman 
reserve personnel. 


Maintains all required records for Standardization/Evaluation Flight (SEF), aircrew ground 
training, and airborne communications status board on a continuing basis 


Monitor all training of Airborne Communications Technicians to ensure timely completion and 
documentation is completed 


Evaluates and examines unit ACST to determine degree of proficiency and adherence to standard 
directives 


Formulates squadron standards and directives for aircrew procedures based upon flying safety 
and crew coordination requirements 


Schedules ACST as to type, phase, and degree of flying and ground training when necessary to 
overcome deficiencies and to increase proficiency 


Conducts communication portion of mission critiques and recommends procedural changes 
based upon knowledge gained 


Instructs on a group and individual basis; pilots, navigators, and ACST in general procedures of 
radio communication, communication security, authentication, and direction finding. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Airborne Communications 
Systems Technician must hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 







 
 


Airborne Communications Systems Technician (Instructor), GS-2185-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Instructs on a group and individual basis; pilots, navigators, and ACST in general procedures of 
radio communication, communication security, authentication, and direction finding. 


Instructs ACST during ground and flight operations in world-wide air-to-ground and air-to-air 
communications, electronic navigation, flight following, weather reporting, flying and ground 
safety, classified message traffic encoding and decoding (crypto), direction finding, Morse code, 
agency directives (AF, AFRES, MAC, ARRS), technical orders, aircraft equipment preflight 
inspection, and inflight use (radio equipment – HF, VHF, UHF, VHF-FM, IFF/SIF, secure voice; 
navigation equipment – TACAN, VOR, ILS, flight director, search radar, Doppler radar, radio 
compass; direction finding equipment – ARA-25, DFA-730, ARD-17). 


Instructs ACST in the communications and systems procedures unique to peacetime search and 
rescue to include orbit procedures, intercept procedures, escort procedures, command post 
procedures, rescue coordination procedures, intra/interservice agency coordination procedures, 
and aerial equipment and personnel delivery procedures. 


Instructs ACST in the communications and systems procedures unique to combat search and 
rescue to include secure voice procedures, message encryption, authentication procedures, and 
SAR Task Force functions and procedures. 


Determines unit Airborne Communications Systems Technician (ACST) training and tactical 
requirements by analyzing missions, combat readiness reports, accident reports, flight evaluation 
reports, electronic jamming reports, and directive from higher headquarters 


Formulates communication plans for worldwide mission and training flights over land and sea 
based upon published military control information and International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) publications, unit training requirements, mission requirements, and directives from 
higher headquarters 


Schedules and conducts on-the-job, classroom, and inflight training to maintain proficiency of 
qualified reserve airborne communications technicians and for upgrading of subjourneyman 
reserve personnel. 


Maintains all required records for Standardization/Evaluation Flight (SEF), aircrew ground 
training, and airborne communications status board on a continuing basis 


Monitor all training of Airborne Communications Technicians to ensure timely completion and 
documentation is completed 


Evaluates and examines unit ACST to determine degree of proficiency and adherence to standard 
directives 







 
 


Schedules ACST as to type, phase, and degree of flying and ground training when necessary to 
overcome deficiencies and to increase proficiency 


Conducts communication portion of mission critiques and recommends procedural changes 
based upon knowledge gained 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Airborne Communications 
Systems Technician must hold or qualify for the ratings in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


FLIGHT SERVICES TECHNICIAN, GS-2185-08 


 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Provides for passenger safety during aircraft operations. 
 
Demonstrates and maintains proficiency in emergency equipment use, emergency procedures, and 
egress.   
 
Operates aircraft systems and equipment such as lighting, air conditioners, oxygen, 
intercom/interphone, doors, exits, computer/fax equipment, communications equipment, and 
others to ensure that all is functioning properly.  Identifies any deficiencies and ensures that needed 
repairs are made. 
 
Operates and troubleshoots minor malfunctions in telephone and other electronic equipment such 
as TARS, IMMARSAT, HSD, Direct TV, HF, PC/Software, and Facsimile. 
 
Responsible for orderly expeditious evacuation of passengers and crew. 
 
Provides emergency medical assistance.   
 
Performs preflight, through-flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft emergency, cabin, and 
galley equipment. 
  
Responsible for cleanliness of aircraft interior away from home station. 
 
Provides for passenger comfort during aircraft operations. 
 
Plans all menus and coordinates meal requirements. 
 
Purchases required foodstuffs and supplies to serve meals and beverages. 
 
Provides cabin service and monitors passengers in-flight.   
 
Monitors loading and off-loading of aircraft. 
 
Performs passenger and baggage inspections. 
 
Monitors loading and unloading of baggage. 
 
Applies restraint devices such as straps and nets to prevent shifting during flight. 
 
Ensures access to escape exits. 
 
Prepares records and documents including cash collection forms. 
 







 
 


Provides guidance on foreign clearance requirements; such as immunizations, customs, and 
courtesies, entry and departure procedures, and necessary documentation. 
 
Prepares aircraft border clearance forms and assists passengers and crew with individual clearance 
requirements. 
 
Manages flight attendant activities. 
 
Administers qualification flights for flight attendant duties. 
 
Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Services Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


FLIGHT SERVICES TECHNICIAN (INSTRUCTOR LEAD), GS-2185-09 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Serves as a work leader for an aircrew of flight services technicians when in-flight, and as such, to 
manage and oversee the employees and planned services.   
 
Provides for passenger safety during aircraft operations. 
 
Demonstrates and maintains proficiency in emergency equipment use, emergency procedures, and 
egress.   
 
Administers, schedules, and conducts flight and ground training to develop, upgrade, and evaluate 
the skills of flight services technicians; and performs aircrew flight services duties for the safety 
and comfort of passengers during aircraft operations. 
 
Operates aircraft systems and equipment such as lighting, air conditioners, oxygen, 
intercom/interphone, doors, exits, computer/fax equipment, communications equipment, and 
others to ensure that all is functioning properly.  Identifies any deficiencies and ensures that needed 
repairs are made. 
 
Operates and troubleshoots minor malfunctions in telephone and other electronic equipment such 
as TARS, IMMARSAT, HSD, Direct TV, HF, PC/Software, and Facsimile. 
 
Responsible for orderly expeditious evacuation of passengers and crew. 
 
Provides emergency medical assistance.   
 
Performs preflight, through-flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft emergency, cabin, and 
galley equipment. 
 
Provides cabin service and monitors passengers in-flight.   
 
Monitors loading and unloading of baggage. 
 
Applies restraint devices such as straps and nets to prevent shifting during flight. 
 
Ensures access to escape exits. 
 
Prepares records and documents including cash collection forms. 
 
Provides guidance on foreign clearance requirements; such as immunizations, customs, and 
courtesies, entry and departure procedures, and necessary documentation. 
 
Prepares aircraft border clearance forms and assists passengers and crew with individual clearance 
requirements. 
 







 
 


Manages flight attendant activities. 
 
Administers qualification flights for flight attendant duties. 
 
Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART Flight Services 
Technicians.   Prepares lectures, demonstrate plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Services Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


SUPERVISORY FLIGHT SERVICES TECHNICIAN (Instructor), GS-2185-10 


Duties and Responsibilities:  


Supervises and directs Flight Services Technicians functions and also perform instructor duties. 


Manages, develops, and directs the activities of passenger flight services, ensuring that all 
activities comply with legal and regulatory requirements and meet customer needs. 


Advises and provides counsel to employees regarding policies, procedures, and directives of 
management.   


Conducts in-flight, classroom and on-the-job training of Reserve and ART Flight Services 
Technicians 


 Prepares lectures, demonstrate plan, review and revise training plans and schedules. 


Demonstrates and maintains proficiency in emergency equipment use, emergency procedures, and 
egress.   
 
Operates aircraft systems and equipment such as lighting, air conditioners, oxygen, 
intercom/interphone, doors, exits, computer/fax equipment, communications equipment, and 
others to ensure that all is functioning properly.  Identifies any deficiencies and ensures that needed 
repairs are made. 
 
Operates and troubleshoots minor malfunctions in telephone and other electronic equipment such 
as TARS, IMMARSAT, HSD, Direct TV, HF, PC/Software, and Facsimile. 
 
Provides emergency medical assistance.   
 
Performs preflight, through-flight, and post flight inspections of aircraft emergency, cabin, and 
galley equipment. 
  
Responsible for cleanliness of aircraft interior away from home station. 
 
Applies restraint devices such as straps and nets to prevent shifting during flight. 
 
Ensures access to escape exits. 
 
Prepares records and documents including cash collection forms. 
 
Provides guidance on foreign clearance requirements; such as immunizations, customs, and 
courtesies, entry and departure procedures, and necessary documentation. 
 
Prepares aircraft border clearance forms and assists passengers and crew with individual clearance 
requirements. 
 







 
 


Manages flight attendant activities. 
 
Administers qualification flights for flight attendant duties. 
 
Flying Hours, Certificates and Ratings Required:  To qualify, Flight Services Technicians must 
hold or qualify for the ratings indicated in Qualification Standard Table F. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


Table F - GS-2185 Supplemental Enlisted Qualifications 


(Notes: 1,2,3,4,5,) 


Grade/All Aircraft 


Aerial Refueling Tech GS-2185-
09 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a Career Enlisted Aviator (CEA) Air Force Specialty Code 
(AFSC) and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  Must be currently qualified as Instructor in 
Mission Design Series (MDS) and have a minimum of  300 Total Military Flight Time. 


Aerial Refueling Tech 
(Instructor) 
 GS-2185-10 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 
 


Aerial Refueling Tech 
(Supervisory) 
GS-2185-11 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 750 Total Military Flight Time. 
 


Flight Engineer 
GS-2185-09 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position.   


Flight Engineer* 
GS-2185-09 
 
HH-60 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 200 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position. 
*(Special Mission Aviator HH-60 Only) 


Flight Engineer (Instructor) 
GS-2185-10 
C-5/C-130 variants 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 


Flight Engineer * (Instructor) 
GS-2185-10 
HH-60 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 200 Total Military Flight Time. 
 
(*Special Mission Aviator HH-60 Only) 


Flight Engineer*(Supervisory) 
GS-2185-11 
HH-60 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time. 
*(Special Mission Aviator HH-60 Only) 







 
 


Supervisory Flight Engineer 
(Instructor) 
GS-2185-12 
KC-10 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in unit aircraft and have a minimum of 750 Total Military Flight 
Time. 


Aircraft Loadmaster 
GS-2185-08 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.    
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position. 


Aircraft Loadmaster (Instructor) 
GS-2185-09 
(C-130H/HC/MC-130/C-5) 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 


Aircraft Loadmaster 
GS-2185-09 
AvFID and/or C-146 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 200 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position. 
*(Special Mission Aviator at Duke/Hurlburt Only) 


Aircraft Loadmaster (Instructor) 
GS-2185-10 
 
C-17/C-130J 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.   
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 


Aircraft Loadmaster 
(Supervisory) 
GS-2185-10 
 
C-130H/HC/MC-130/C-5 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 750 Total Military Flight Time 


Supervisory Aircraft Loadmaster 
(Instructor) 
GS-2185-11 
 
 
AvFID and/or C-146 
 
 
 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 150 Total Military Flight Time. 
*(Special Mission Aviator stationed at Duke/Hurlburt Only) 







 
 


Supervisory Aircraft Loadmaster 
(Instructor) 
GS-2185-11/12*) 
C-17*/C-130J 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 750 Total Military Flight Time. 
*GS-12 grades Unit Equipped (UE) Aircraft for Wright Patterson & C-17UE for March AFB only 


Airborne Communications 
System Technician 
GS-2185-08 
HC-130 variants* 
 
 
 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position. 
 
*(920 RSQ Wing/Guardian Angel Personnel Recovery) 


Airborne Communications 
System Technician (Instructor) 
GS-2185-09 
HC-130 variants* 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 
 
*(920 RSQ Wing/Guardian Angel Personnel Recovery) 


Aircraft Sensor Operator 
GS-2185-09 
AC-130 variants* 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.    
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 300 Total Military Flight Time in any 
CEA crew position. 
*(919 SOW Hurlburt Field, AFSOC) 


Aircraft Sensor Operator 
(Instructor) 
GS-2185-10 
AC-130 variants* 
 
 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time. 
 
*(919 SOW Hurlburt Field, AFSOC) 


Flight Services Technician 
GS-08 
 
 
 
 


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.   







 
 


Flight Services Technician 
(Instructor Lead) 
GS-2185-09 
 
DV Airlift Acft variants  


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Must be currently qualified as Instructor in MDS and have a minimum of 500 Total Military Flight Time.   


Flight GS-2185-10 
Services (Supervisory) 
 
DV Airlift Aircraft Variants  


Must have been awarded or qualify for a CEA AFSC and hold a valid aviation service aeronautical order.  
Currently Instructor qualified in any MDS or have a minimum of 200 Total Military Flight Time in any 
Career Enlisted Aviator crew position. 
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NOTES 


 


•  “Total Military Flight Time” is the cumulative sum of all rated/Career Enlisted Aviator 
position’s flying time to include Primary Time, Secondary Time, Instructor Time, Evaluator 
Time, Student, Simulator and Other US Military and Foreign Military Time. 


• Primary, instructor or evaluator hours in fighter, rotary and high performance training aircraft 
(i.e. F-35, F-22, F-16, F-15E, A-10, HH-60, UH-1, T-38, T-37, T-6) may be counted twice 
when determining total time.  Flying hours logged as a student should be credited one-for-
one.   


• “Instructor Qualified” is defined as completing an approved instructor syllabus course.  
Individuals are required to submit AF Form 8 Certificate of Aircrew Qualification or AF 
Form 942 Record of Evaluation from their Flight Evaluation Folder or equivalent sister 
service Record of Instructor Evaluation. 


• Mission Design Series (MDS) is defined as mission type: Fighter, Mobility, Bomber, Rescue, 
Special Operations, C2ISR and Trainer. (i.e., Fighter MDS includes F-35, F-22, F-16, F-
15C/E, A-10, F-18, AV-8, etc.,) Any MDS is qualified to fill Trainer MDS. 


• Recency requirement is defined as actively flown military aircraft within the past eight (8) 
years. 


 


 












[bookmark: _GoBack]Aeronautical Rating Board (ARB) Waiver Checklist







Members Name: ______________________________________________________      

      

 Date Complete Package Received: ________________________________________

		

DOS / 214 date:   ____________________ 1288 date: _______________________  



Squadron CC Letter w/ Manning Statistics by Aircraft: _______________________



OG/CC Endorsement: _______________________________________________



--Attachment A.  Current Aviation Designation Order(s): 



Date of Designation as Naval Aviator: ______________________________________________



--Attachment B.  Summary of Military Flying Training 

(Copies of orders and / or certificates that verify successful completion of all formal courses of flying training.  Include course names/titles, course numbers, class numbers, dates, and bases or facilities where training was accomplished.)



		

COURSE NAME/TITLE

		

COURSE/CLASS NUMBER

		

DATE

		BASE /

FACILITIES



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		







--Attachment C.  Aviation Service Orders

(Official military documents that show current qualification to perform duties in the aeronautical specialty, qualification at the time of separation from the military or termination of military status that required flying duty.)  (NATOPS TNG JACKET)



--Attachment D.  Medical Records

( DD Form 1808 and DD form 2807-1, or other valid forms appropriate for the medical examination, certifying medical qualification for flying duty in the requested rating, completed with the last year.) IAW AFI 48-123, Volume 3, Physical must be certified by MAJCOM/SG prior to submission – (Include a copy of any applicable medical waivers.)  



AFRC/SG Physical Certification date: ______________________        



--Attachment E.  Military Flying Record -- 

(A record of all military flying time (USAF Flight Record Folder, Naval Aviator Aviation Training Jacket Summary Card and/or Army Officer Record Brief with Aviation Service Entry Date.) Include a breakout of hours flown, including undergraduate flight training, by aircraft, total time in each aircraft by primary, secondary, instructor, or evaluator hours, and date of last flight.  



(ENSURE AVIATION LOGS BOOKS ARE COPIED – FRONT-to-BACK W/ TABLE AS BELOW W/ SIGNED CERTIFICATION PAGE)



		TYPE AIRCRAFT

		CREW POSITION

		HOURS FLOWN

		TOTAL

		DATE OF LAST FLIGHT



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		TOTAL

		

		







--Attachment F. Duty History

(A brief resume of military flying service to include time at various installations, aircraft in which qualified, and highest aircrew qualification attained in each period and aircraft.) 



--Attachment G. Service Documentation

(Copies of official documents that reflect the dates of commissioning, appointments, separations, and discharges.)  If documentation cannot be retrieved, member must sign a statement stating that all efforts to retrieve the required service documentation have been exhausted.  A copy of a leave and earning statement should be included to establish the OSD and ASD dates.)



		DATE

		DOCUMENT



		

		Appointment: Ensign



		

		Oath of Office:  Original Commissioning



		

		Appointment:  Lieutenant Junior Grade



		

		Delivery of Appointment in the Regular Navy



		

		Separation Orders



		

		Oath of Office, Ready Reserve



		

		DD-214



		

		AF Form 1288



		

		Leave and Earning Statement







--Attachment H. Statement of Aviation Service Qualification 

(Statement by the applicant that he or she was / was never disqualified from aviation service for cause.)



“I have / have never been disqualified from aviation service for any cause.”



--Attachment I. Statement of Aviation Service Accidents

(Statement by the applicant summarizing any accident in which he or she was involved as a crewmember, or negative statement, if applicable.)



“I have / have never been involved in any aviation accidents or mishaps.”



--Attachment J. Assignment Limitation Statement

(Former helicopter-only pilots must include the following statement:  If approved for award of the USAF pilot aeronautical rating, I understand I cannot be assigned to an active flying position in other than helicopters unless I complete USAF Specialized Undergraduate Flying Training or Fixed Wing Qualification Training.  This restriction does not apply if I previously completed USAF/USN Primary Fixed Wing Qualification Training.



“I was qualified in a rotary wing on 10 May 1984 and in a fixed- wing aircraft on 25 April 1986.”



OR



“I was never qualified in a fixed-wing aircraft and was qualified in a rotary wing on 9 February 1977. If approved for award of the USAF pilot aeronautical rating, I understand I cannot be assigned to an active flying position in other than helicopters unless I complete USAF Specialized Undergraduate Flying Training or Fixed Wing Qualification Training.  This restriction does not apply if I previously completed USAF/USN Primary Fixed Wing Qualification Training.”



--Attachment K.  :  Summary of Civilian Flying Since Separation from Active Duty

(Include record of civilian flying time by type aircraft and date of last flight if applicable.  ANG applicants should include copies of all certificates and ratings held.)



		CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT TYPE

		LAST FLIGHT

		TOTAL HOURS



		

		

		



		

		TOTAL HOURS

		
















Reference for this checklist can be found in AFMAN 11‐402


YES NO N/A


*  Label with type of package, members rank and name and unit  of application


*  Unit CC ‐ OG/CC endorsement letter with manning statistics & 12 month forcast


Inside / Right Side:


*  Staff Summary Sheet (add Clarification Letter if applicable)


Cover Letter Format:


AO NUMBER ASC REMARKS


    *  Awarding initial aeronautical ratings/orders or Aviation Designation Orders


    *  Awarding advance aeronautical ratings/badges


    *  Covering periods of aviation service suspension


    *  Covering periods of aviation service disqualification 


    *  Covering periods of in‐active aviation service


    *  Covering periods of separation or retirement


Attachment 2:  Medical Records 
    *  Cover Letter


    *  HIPAA  Statement Cover Sheet


    *  DD Form 2808 Report of medical Examination


    *  DD 2807‐1 Report of Medical History


    *  DD Form 2992 


    *  AFRC/SG stamp certifiying Flying Duty Class II (MUST HAVE)


Attachment 3:  Flying History Report / Aircrew Qualification Documents


    *  Cover Letter


    *  ARMS Individual Data Summary


    *  ARMS Flying History Report


    *  ARMS Individual Training Summary 


    *  Any official record of total flying time by MDS


    *  Flight Evaluation Folder (FEF) qualification documents ‐ AF Form 942 & all AF Form 8's


Attachment 4:  AF Form 142


    *  Cover Letter


    *  AF Form 142 Aviation Service Worksheet


UNIT:


This checklist must be completed in its entirety in order to staff the package in a timely manner.


REVALIDATION  / FLYING EVALUATION  BOARD (FEB) CHECKLIST         
Reval if break in service is over 90 days / FEB if break in service is over 8 years                                        


Cover of Package:


Inside / Left Side:


Inside / Center Section:


*  Cover Letter ‐ Request for Revalidation for Aviation Service Letter (Attachment 6)


Attachment 1:  Aeronautical Orders (copies of all previous aviation service & imposing 


disqualifications)


    *  Cover Letter ‐ include AO #, Request Date, Effective Date, ASC and Description


REQUEST DATE


NAME:


EFFECTIVE DATE


TASK DESCRIPTION


*  Privacy Act sticker


* Statement of Understanding from member on AGR to ART conversion **AGR POSITIONS ONLY **







YES NO N/A


Attachment 5:  Additional Statements


Attachment 6:  Service Documentation  (copies of official documents)


    *  Cover Letter ‐ include detailed description of document to include Order #'s 


Cover Letter Format:


    *  Include commissioning documents


    *  Appointment orders


    *  Separation orders


    *  Discharges (DD Form 214, DD Form 4 &/or DD Form 36)


    *  AF Form 1288 (MANDATORY FOR VERIFICATION OF POSITION VACANCY )


Attachment 7:  Civilian Flying Record


    *  Cover Letter ‐ record of civilian flight time with dates & MDS


Cover Letter Format:


    *  Verify checklist has been completed by the Unit


    *  Verify all documents are accounted for by attachment & according


  to Cover Letter's


    *  Staff package through offices indicated on Staff Summary Sheet


     e.  ARMS Flying History Report & Individual Flying Record


Send original package and this checklist to AFRC/A3RA


     b.  Letter appointing members of the FEB


     c.  Notice of hearing acknowledgement letter


     d.  SF 88 & SF 93 / Medical Documentation


TAB 2:  Review for Legal Sufficiency


* Letter from JAG to CC for legal review of FEB


TAB 3:  FEB Report ‐ Verbatim Transcript


* Full verbatim transcript/report of FEB 


TAB 4:  Witness and Page Number of Testimony


* Table for  quick reference to members testimony during proceedings


TAB 5:  Page Number Showing When Exhibit Offered


* Table for reference to when exhibits were shown/offered during proceedings


TAB 6:  Exhibits


* Labeling example: Title, Last name of Recorder/GOVT. EXHIBIT 1, date entered/time


     a.  FEB Proceedings Letter


TAB 1:  Convening Authority's Recommendation


* Letter from CC to HQ AFRC with recommendation of approval / disapproval


Date:


Items for full Flying Evaluation Board


TASK DESCRIPTION


    *  Cover Letter ‐ statement if involved in aircraft accident, eliminated from formal        training, if 


ever met a FEB, if ever requested voluntary disqualification


SECTION BELOW TO BE COMPLETED BY SARM/HARM FLIGHT MANAGER


Checklist Completed By: Unit:


DOCUMENT EFFECTIVE DATE


CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT TYPE DATE LAST FLOWN TOTAL HOURS







     f.  Copy of Flight Evaluation Folder (AF 942, Form 8, etc)


YES NO N/A


    *  FedEX package to the following:


ORIGINAL:  


HQ AFRC/A3RA


155 Richard Ray Blvd; Bldg 210
Robins AFB, GA   31098‐1635


    *  Maintain one copy with the SARM/HARM 1C0X2


    *  Obtain DAF AO, add to package and file


Date:


* The original package sent by unit on member


TASK DESCRIPTION


     g.  Training Records (AF 702, etc)


     h.  Aviation Service Statements (copies of Attch 6 ‐ 10 of package)


Checklist completed by: Unit:


     i.  Occupation Since Seperation from AD (copy of members current resume)


Tab 7:  FEB Package








Air Force Reserve 
Coordination Snowflake 


Subject: Originator: TMT #: 


Appvr Susp:     OPR Susp:        AO Rank/Name:   AO Phone:            AO E-mail: 


    Office Rank/Name Date  COORD  Office Rank/Name COORD    Date 


Approval Authority:  Other Approval Authority Org:  


Purpose: 


Background:  


Discussion:  


Staff Recommendation:  
Comment: 


Tabs:  
1.  
2.  
3.  


4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  


8. 
9. 
10. 


Comment: 


Action: 
Version: 3.2, 14 Aug 17 


AFRC/DSA _______    AF/RE SNCO  _______   Asst Exec _______    Exec ________ 










TAB 1 – AF/RE Approval Memo
TAB 2 – AF/RE Disapproval Memo



*AF/RE is the approval authority for release from Indispensability Program  (unless otherwise designated) 



TAB 3 – Return to retired status request with Chain of Command concurrence/non-concurrence 



o NAF concurrence
o AF1288 
o 1st endorsement - losing commander approval/disapproval 
o 2nd endorsement - sent to HQ ARPC/DPAAA 



 PAS will be retired PAS Code prior to Indispensability assignment
 EDCSA: TBD
 Remarks: add as needed



o Chain of Command concurrence/non-concurrence 
o Copies of other documents relevant to the request (retirement order, reassignment orders 



while active in Indispensability program) 



TAB 4 – Manning Statistics 
TAB 5 – Current/Most recent RegAF or Reserve Retired to Air Force Reserve Policy & Contract 
TAB 6 – Personnel Data SURF (AD001) 
Z TAB 1 – AF/RE Approval Memo – PDF Version 
Z TAB 2 – AF/RE Disapproval Memo – PDF Version 



 - Word  Document
- Word Document



















DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 



WASHINGTON, DC 



MEMORANDUM FOR AF/A1  
  AFRC/CV 
  NAF/CCs  
  ARPC/CC  
  AFRC/A1  
  AFRC/RS  



SUBJECT: Regular Air Force (RegAF) or Reserve Retirees to Air Force Reserve (AFR) Indispensability Policy 



U.S.C. Title 10, Chapter 1005, Section 10145, Ready Reserve: Placement In, authorizes members who are 
RegAF or Reserve retirees to serve in the AFR to meet critical manning needs if approved by the Secretary or an 
authorized delegate.  A need is deemed to be critical if the AFSC and/or skill level is manned at less than 80% at wing 
level or above, has been vacant for at least 6 months, and cannot be filled by sources other than retired members. 
Since the law dictates that members brought in under this program require a determination of indispensability, the 
AFR uses this program sparingly to address critical manning challenges to fill positions requiring certain desired skill 
sets or at hard-to-fill locations.  As such, indispensability should not be viewed as a tool to fill any vacant position, 
but for those that meet a critical AFR need. To ensure all other avenues to fill positions are exhausted, supporting 
documentation highlighting efforts taken to fill the position (i.e., dates advertised, number of applicants and reason 
for non-selection) will be required as part of the request.   



A RegAF or Reserve retiree’s service is deemed to be indispensable if they are current in the required AFSC 
and/or skill level or can become current in time to meet the critical need.  Applicants will be restricted to an initial 2-
year contract followed by annual reviews for a continuation determination.  Contract extensions are based solely on 
the needs of the AFR and require AFRC/CV approval.  Furthermore, since indispensability is needs-based, members 
selected to fill another position or selected for promotion must submit a new request for AF/RE indispensability 
approval prior to being moved or changing positions due to promotion.  It’s also important to note that promotion does 
not warrant continuation.  A retired RegAF officer holding a Regular commission who is seeking to enter the AFR is 
required to request an appointment into the AFR and be approved on an OSD scroll prior to AF/RE approval. 



The current and anticipated long term crisis with airline hiring growth to meet the private sector demands 
along with the current military demand is driving a need for the AFR to reevaluate some of our indispensability 
restrictions in paragraph 1 and 2 above.  Therefore, the addendum to this policy (Atch 2) will apply to retirees in 
certain AFSCs, especially those where our greatest need exists such as operations and maintenance AFSCs, including 
hard to fill Air Reserve Technician (ART) positions.  Relaxing these restrictions is a temporary measure aimed at 
meeting the immediate needs of the AFR and may be discontinued when optimal manning levels are achieved.   



My points of contact for implementation of this policy are CMSgt Roy Blanchard, AF/REPP, 703-614-0723 
and Mr. Rick Harrington, AF/REPP, 703-614-0686. 



MARYANNE MILLER 
Lieutenant General, USAF 



    Chief of Air Force Reserve 



Attachments: 
1. Contract for RegAF or Reserve Retired To Air Force Reserve Program
2. Addendum to Indispensability Policy and Contract for Approved AFSCs



cc: 
AFRC/JA & WG/CCs 











Addendum - Regular Air Force (RegAF) or Reserve Retirees to  
Air Force Reserve (AFR) Indispensability Policy 



 
 



Purpose:  The AF is facing unprecedented challenges with retaining rated officers as well as certain 
career fields in the maintenance community in light of the increased demand by commercial airliners.  
It’s anticipated that the airlines will be hiring several hundred pilots and maintainers each year which 
will exceed current AF production capacities across the spectrum.  The AFR has felt the crunch in 
certain career fields within its full time support and part time communities and must use all available 
programs to mitigate the impact.   



Discussion:  As a result of the current and anticipated prolonged airline hiring crisis, the CAFR, 
with this addendum, will relax some of the current restrictions and limitations in the indispensability 
policy until such time as AFR manning is stable.  The CAFR reserves the right to reinstate 
indispensability restrictions when our manning achieves the desired levels for sustainment.  If 
necessary, the AFR may implement procedures to curtail tours for members accessed via the 
indispensability program upon reaching sustainment levels but will give members at least 12 months 
advance notice prior to terminating member’s services unless force structure demands dictate 
otherwise.   



The following indispensability policy restrictions are lifted for the 11X, 12X, 21X, 1AX and 2AX* 
career field: 



1. 11X, 12X, 21X, 1AX and 2AX manning levels below 100% vice 80% will be eligible for 
indispensability however, applicants for AFSCs that are at 100% manning will be approved on a 
case-by-case basis.  
 



2. For 11X, 12X, 21X, 1AX and 2AX AFSCs below 95%, no supporting documentation i.e., proof 
of advertisement, will be required as part of the package. 
 



3. The 2-year contract limitation, reassignments, and annual review will be waived until desired 
manning levels are achieved.  However, members may not serve beyond their HYT/MSD.   
 



4. Until desired manning levels are achieved, members selected for promotion will not be required 
to submit a new indispensability request if moved to a vacant position based on local 
commander’s or Career Field Managers management decisions. 
 



5. The needs of the AFR will drive this addendum and any other policy relaxing the rules of 
indispensability. 
 



Air Reserve Technician (ART) Positions:  In addition to lifting policy restrictions, CAFR has also 
authorized the use of indispensability to fill vacant 11X, 12X, 21X, 1AX and 2AX ART positions.  
Applicants must meet all eligibility requirements for employment as a dual status technician and will 
be afforded the same entitlements as any other ART.  It is not CAFR’s intent to allow the 
indispensability policy to entice members to leave active duty to join the AFR therefore, unlike the 











PALACE FRONT program, there must be a complete break in service from when a member retires 
and when they are assessed into the Selected Reserve.  Furthermore, the AFR reserves the right to 
discontinue use of indispensability to allow retirees to apply for ART positions as well as curtail 
employment of selected retirees hired during this crisis.  If a decision is made to curtail employment, 
members will be given sufficient notice or if it’s in the AFR’s best interest, members may be allowed 
to serve until their HYT/MSD.  Members who are curtailed may be entitled to priority placement to 
compete for other Title 5 positions they may qualify for. 
 
 
*Note:  Other AFSCs may be added based on the needs of the AFR 
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 











ADDENDUM - CONTRACT FOR REGAF OR ESERVE 
RETIRED TO AIR FORCE RESERVE PROGRAM 



 



I,                                                                                        (print full name), hereby acknowledge 
and agree to satisfactorily serve in the Selected Reserve. I have been counseled and given the 
opportunity to read and understand this commitment. 
 
I hereby acknowledge and agree to the following: 
 
1. That I am being accessed as an active duty or reserve retiree based on current manning challenges 
and agree to serve and satisfactorily participate in the Selected Reserve. 
 
2. To complete a period of at least two consecutive years in the Selected Reserve beginning 
__________ and until such time as the Chief of Air Force Reserve (CAFR) deems that my services 
are no longer required.      
 
3. To maintain Air Force standards, including compliance with the administrative regulations 
and directives issued by the Department of Defense and the United States Air Force relative to 
my obligations and participation as a member of the Selected Reserve.  Such standards include, 
but are not limited to, participation and training requirements, and fitness standards. 
 
4. If    I fail to comply with such standards, I understand that I may be subject to adverse actions 
to include: demotion, recall to active service, separation, possibly under other than honorable 
conditions, and/or recoupment of monies expended by the Air Force, to include applicable interest 
if authorized under Title 10 U.S.C., Section 2006. 
 
5. I do not presently have a firm, fixed, or sincere objection by reason of religious training and 
beliefs that would preclude my participation in war in any form or the bearing of firearms.  I 
recognize that entering into this contract is inconsistent with such objections and beliefs.  I have 
no present intent to seek release from any reserve commitment on this basis in the future and 
recognize that my sincerity and motives would be in serious question should I attempt to do so 
after substantial funds have been expended for my training and/or education. 
 
6. Medical personnel only. Should I become unable to begin the period of reserve participation 
specified in this contract within       days from , or become unable to complete 
my Reserve Service Commitment, I agree to reimburse the United States for the Reserve Service 
Commitment-incurring event for monies expended by the Air Force, to include applicable interest 
if authorized under Title 10 U.S.C., Section 2005 (excludes UPT, UNT, etc.). 
 
7. I understand that pregnancy, child birth, or custody of minor child, is not an automatic reason 
for separation. It is Air Force policy that reservists who have incurred reserve obligations, 
including RSC, for extensive sponsored education and training will not be released from their 
obligations solely on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or custody of a minor child. 
 
8. I understand that a discharge in bankruptcy under Title 11, United States Code, will not release 











me from my obligation to reimburse the United States as required under the terms of this contract 
if the final decree of discharge in bankruptcy is issued prior to five years after the last day from 
the period I have agreed to serve. 
 
9. Only the commander of the Air Force Reserve (or designee) may excuse me from my 
obligation to serve on reserve duty for the period specified in this agreement. 



 
10.  The Commander, Air Force Reserve Command (or designee) may excuse me from my 
obligation to serve on Reserve duty for the period specified in this agreement when such authority 
deems release in the best interests of the Air Force.  I acknowledge that excusal under this 
provision does not require my consent. 



 
11.  I understand that for Lt Cols and below, that I will be allowed to compete for promotion 
however, promotion selection alone does not entitle me to continue to serve.  Retired Colonels will 
not be allowed to compete for the Reserve Brigadier General Qualification Board (RBGQB).   
 
12.  ART applicants must meet all eligibility requirements for employment as a dual status 
technician and will be afforded the same entitlements as any other ART.  However, the AFR reserves 
the right to discontinue use of indispensability to allow retirees to apply for ART positions as well 
as curtail employment of retirees hired during this crisis.  If a decision is made to curtail employment, 
a minimum 12 month notice will be given or if it’s in the AFR’s best interest, possibly allow 
members to serve until their MSD.  Members who are curtailed, may be entitled to priority placement 
to compete for other Title 5 positions they qualify for. 
 
13. Should any dispute arise over the terms or conditions of this contract, or if I hereafter seek 
discharge from military service or release from my reserve obligation, I acknowledge, and agree 
to exhaust my available administrative remedies prior to seeking judicial review. I will remain 
subject to reserve duty while exhausting administrative remedies. 



 
14. I understand that this is the entire contract between the United States Air Force Reserve and 
myself.  I further acknowledge that there are no oral or other agreements, understandings, or 
representations affecting the contract or relating to my military service, except as specifically 
provided herein. 



 
 



 
Name of Applicant (type or print) Signature of Applicant 
 
 



 
Applicant's Social Security Number Date 
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Manning Statistics 



There are 2 parts to the manning stats process 



1.  unit (authorized/assigned numbers) strength 
2.  command manning 



 
A. Unit Strength (Authorized, located in RMVS on AFPC Secure Applications): 



- Click on “AFPC Secure Applications” from AF Portal homepage 
- Click on “OK” 
- Click on “OK”  
- Click on “RMVS” 
- Click on “Position Management” 
- At “AFSC Desired”, type in “AFSC”                       *use 3 digits, ex. 11K”* 
- At “MPF ID-Desired”, type in “FSS”                      *use 2 digits, ex. “RX”*          



o *Do not use for IMAs* 
- At “MAJCOM ID-Desired”, type in “MAJCOM”     *use 2 digits, ex. “0M”*          
- At “Reserve Type Desired”                                     *Use only for IMAs* 



o Click on “Reserve Type Desired” 
o Select “IMA Program” from the drop down menu 
o Click on “Submit”                                    



- Click on “Submit” 
- Copy all pages, including headings, and paste into Excel worksheet  



o *Use the spreadsheet titled “RMVS DATA”* 
- Filter/Sort the spreadsheet…according to applicable PASCODE 



o Delete all positions not assigned to applicable PASCODE 
o Highlight your specific position/assigned member in “yellow” 
o *Check for duplicate position numbers*  
o Highlight duplicate position number(s) in “green” 



 
 
 
 
 











o This is what it will look like 
 



 











- Manually count the authorized position numbers *ex. “unit auth:  10”*
o *Do not include duplicates in your count*



- Manually count the assigned personnel *ex. “unit asgn:  7”*
- Now, go to spreadsheet titled “STATS”
- Input the “unit auth” and “unit asgn” numbers into the first/top box of



this page
o This is what it will look like



B. Command Manning    (located on REP Directorate of Personnel Sharepoint):
- CoP:  https://cs3.eis.af.mil/sites/AF-DP-00-25/default.aspx
- Click on “REPORTS_ANALYSIS” folder
- Click on “Authorized_Assigned Products” folder
- Use the following Excel spreadsheets (use the latest version available):



o Officer Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Grade 201307
 * Date  (last 6 digits of the file name listed above) will 



change based on updates to the document*



o Officer Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Reserve Type 201307
o Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Grade 201307
o Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Reserve Type 201307



- Click on the applicable spreadsheet
- Save the spreadsheet to your desktop or designated folder
- Check sharepoint weekly to verify modification dates to spreadsheets



o FYI…during my tenure with this program, I have noticed that the 
REP Directorate only updates the spreadsheets once per month



- Copy the information from the two “applicable REP spreadsheets” and 
paste it into the “REP Data” spreadsheet 



SKILL 
LVL 



AGR 
% AUTH ASGN 



3S0X1 10 7 70% 



3S0X1 10 7 70% 





https://cs3.eis.af.mil/sites/AF-DP-00-25/default.aspx








o *ex. “you need manning stats for MSgt – 3S071”*
 Use the two REP spreadsheets below:



• Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Grade
• Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Reserve Type



o This is what it will look like



- Type in the numbers from "Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Grade"
spreadsheet into the “STATS” spreadsheet











o This is what it will look like



(SELRES Manning by Grade) 



SKILL 
LVL 



3S0X1 
% AUTH ASGN 



CMS 0 9 0% 
SMS 161 143 89% 
MSG 419 324 77% 
TSG 451 361 80% 
SSG 397 275 69% 
AMN 0 675 0% 
TOTAL 1428 1787 125% 



- Type in the numbers from "Enlisted Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Reserve
Type" spreadsheet into the “STATS” spreadsheet



o This is what it will look like



(Unit Program Manning) 



SKILL 
LVL 



(ART) 



% 



(TRAD) 



% 



(UNIT AGR) 



% 



(UNIT TOTAL) 



% AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN 
3S0X1 469 353 75% 624 1128 181% 223 200 90% 1316 1681 128% 



(SELRES Total Manning) 



 SKILL 
LVL (UNIT TOTAL) 



% 



(IMA) 



% 



(HQ AGR) 



% 



(SELRES 
TOTAL) 



% AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN AUTH ASGN 
3S0X1 1316 1681 128% 110 106 96% 0 0 0% 1426 1787 125% 



- Save the spreadsheet to your desktop or designated folder
- Manning Stats spreadsheet is now COMPLETE



o *Do not include HQ AGR numbers in manning stats;
Auth/Asgn/% will be 0*



o *No unit manning stats available for PIRRs*













Tab 6 – MilPDS SURF 










STATS


			MANNING STATISTICS


			DAFSC 11K (TRAINER PILOT)





			S60MFRZY





			SKILL LVL			TR						%


						AUTH 			ASGN


			11KX			77			68			88%





			11KX			77			68			88%





			(COMMAND MANNING)





			(Unit Program Manning)





			SKILL LVL			(ART)						%			(TRAD)						%			(UNIT AGR)						%			(UNIT TOTAL)						%


						AUTH			ASGN						AUTH			 ASGN						AUTH 			ASGN						AUTH			 ASGN


			11KX			11			11			100%			246			246			100%			128			103			80%			77			68			88%





			(SELRES Total Manning)





			SKILL LVL			(UNIT TOTAL)						%			(IMA)						%			(HQ AGR)						%			(SELRES TOTAL)						%


						AUTH			ASGN						AUTH			 ASGN						AUTH 			ASGN						AUTH			 ASGN


			11KX			77			68			88%			0			1			0%			0			0			0%			385			361			94%





			SELRES Manning by Grade





			SKILL LVL			11KX						%


						AUTH			ASGN


			COL			1			1			100%


			LTC			155			152			98%


			MAJ			229			203			89%


			CAPT			0			5			0%															 


			LT 			0			0			0%


												0%


			TOTAL			385			361			94%











REP Data


			Information below is from "Officer Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Grade (201807)" Spreadsheet





			AFS2			AFS3			AFSC_NAME			AUTH_LT			ASGN_LT			AUTH_CPT			ASGN_CPT			AUTH_MAJ			ASGN_MAJ			AUTH_LTC			ASGN_LTC			AUTH_COL			ASGN_COL			AUTH_GEN			ASGN_GEN			AUTH_SELRES			ASGN_SELRES


			`11			`11K			11KX   Trainer Pilot			0			0			0			5			229			203			155			152			1			1			0			0			385			361








			Information below is from "Officer Auth-Asgn by AFSC and Reserve Type (201807)" Spreadsheet


			AFS2			AFS3			AFSC_NAME			AUTH_AGR			ASGN_AGR			AUTH_ART			ASGN_ART			AUTH_IMA			ASGN_IMA			AUTH_TRAD			ASGN_TRAD			AUTH_SELRES			ASGN_SELRES


			`11			`11K			11KX   Trainer Pilot			128			103			11			11			0			1			246			246			385			361














RMVS Data


			Selection Criteria:


			AFSC = 11K3


			Grade = 05


			MPF = S4


			MAJCOM = 0M


			Position			Location			Auth AFSC			Auth GR			Asgn Gr			Auth PAS			PAS Atch Tng			Vac Stat			Res Cat			Close Date			Projection


			0M0737250			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			Q11K3D			5			4			S60MFSLF						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0737251			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0749634			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0749634			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0768820			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0768824			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFRZY						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0768830			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFRZY						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0768842			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0768843			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0768846			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFRYP						4			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0797609			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797610			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797610			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797611			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797611			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797612			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797612			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797613			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797614			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797614			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797615			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797616			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797617			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797618			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797619			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797620			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797621			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797622			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0797626			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0797627			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4						S60MFH13						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0797628			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			C11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0797629			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0797630			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			J11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0797631			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812790			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812791			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			3			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812792			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812793			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812794			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812795			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812796			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4						S60MFRYP						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812797			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812798			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812799			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812800			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812801			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812802			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812803			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812804			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812805			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812806			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812807			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812809			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812810			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			B11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812811			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812812			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812813			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812814			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812814			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812816			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812817			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812819			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812823			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812827			VANCE AFB, OK			B11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812828			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						A			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812829			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812830			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812831			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						A			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812834			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812835			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812835			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812836			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812837			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4						S60MFRZY						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812838			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812839			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812839			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812840			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4						S60MFRZY						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812841			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812842			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812843			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812849			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812850			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						A			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812853			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5						S60MFSLZ						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812855			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812856			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812857			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812859			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812859			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812860			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFTQ9						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812860			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812861			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812863			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812864			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLZ						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812865			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812866			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812866			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812867			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812868			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812869			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812869			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812871			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812872			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLZ						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812873			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812873			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812874			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812875			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812876			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812876			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812878			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812879			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812880			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812880			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFTQ9						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812881			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812882			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812883			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812884			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			C11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812885			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812886			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812888			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFSLZ						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812889			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFSLZ						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812890			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812891			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812892			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812894			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812895			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812898			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812899			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812901			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812902			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812903			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812905			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812906			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812908			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812910			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812911			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812911			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812913			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812913			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812918			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812927			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			B11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812928			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812929			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812930			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4						S60MFTQ9						M			TRAD			11/1/18 0:00			CURR RCD


			0M0812931			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812932			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812933			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812934			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812935			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4						S60MFTQ9						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812936			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812937			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812938			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812939			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812940			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812941			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812941			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812942			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812943			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812944			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812945			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812946			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812947			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812948			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFTQ9						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812949			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFTQ9						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812950			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812951			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812952			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			C11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812955			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			B11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812957			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812958			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812959			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812960			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812961			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812962			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812963			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812963			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812964			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4						S60MFTQ9						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812965			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812966			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			5						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812967			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812968			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			Q11K3A			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812969			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812970			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812971			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812972			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812973			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812974			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812975			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812976			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812977			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			Q11K3F			5						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812978			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812979			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			3			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812979			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812980			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812981			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5						S60MFSLK						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812982			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812983			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812984			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812985			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812986			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812987			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812988			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0812989			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812990			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812991			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812992			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812993			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812994			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812995			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812996			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812997			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812997			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812998			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLK						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0812999			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813000			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813001			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813002			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813003			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813004			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813005			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3A			4						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813006			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813007			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLK						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813008			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			Q11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						A			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813009			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813009			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813010			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813011			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813012			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813013			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813014			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813015			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813017			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813018			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFSLK						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813019			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813020			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813021			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813022			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			3			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813023			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			Q11K3D			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813024			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813025			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813026			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLK						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813027			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813027			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813028			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813046			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			Q11K3A			5						S60MFSLF						S			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813047			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			Q11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813053			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813054			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813055			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813056			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813057			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813058			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4						S60MFTQ9						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813060			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813061			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813062			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813063			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813063			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813064			VANCE AFB, OK			C11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813065			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813066			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813067			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813068			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813070			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813072			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813073			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813074			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813074			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813075			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813076			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813077			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813078			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			3			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813080			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813080			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813081			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813082			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813084			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813087			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813088			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813089			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813090			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813091			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813091			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813092			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4						S60MFRZY						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813093			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813094			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813094			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813095			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5						S60MFRZY						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813097			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813098			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813099			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813104			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813104			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813107			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813108			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813108			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFRZY						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813113			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813114			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813115			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813116			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813117			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813119			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813120			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813121			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813122			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813123			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813124			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813125			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813126			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813128			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813129			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813130			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813131			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813132			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4						S60MFRYP						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813133			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813134			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813135			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813136			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						A			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813137			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813138			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813140			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813141			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813142			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813144			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813146			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813148			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			3			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813149			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813150			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813152			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813153			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813154			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813155			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4						S60MFRYP						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813156			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813157			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813158			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813160			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813161			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813163			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5						S60MFRYP						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813165			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813165			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813166			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813167			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFRYP						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813167			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813171			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813173			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813194			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813195			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813196			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			5						S60MFRZY						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813197			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813198			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813199			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813200			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813201			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813202			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813203			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						O			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813203			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLK						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813204			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4						S60MFRYP						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813205			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813206			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4						S60MFRZY						3			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813207			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			TRAD						CURR RCD


			0M0813211			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813214			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813215			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFTQ9						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813216			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813218			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813220			LAUGHLIN AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLK						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0813349			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			Q11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0826492			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5						S60MFSLF						3			TECH						CURR RCD


			0M0829675			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0829676			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0829677			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5						S60MFSLF						3			TRAD						1ST PROJ


			0M0831099			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832847			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832848			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832849			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832850			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832851			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832852			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832854			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832855			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832856			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3D			5						S60MFTQ9						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832858			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832859			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFTQ9						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832860			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0832861			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			5			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833515			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			5			5			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833516			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4						S60MFRZY						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833517			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833518			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3D			5			4			S60MFRZY						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833519			VANCE AFB, OK			T11K3F			4						S60MFRZY						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833520			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833521			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFTQ9						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833524			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833525			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFTQ9						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833526			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4						S60MFH13						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833527			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			4			4			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833528			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4			4			S60MFRYP						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833529			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3A			4						S60MFRYP						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833530			COLUMBUS AFB, MS			T11K3F			4						S60MFRYP						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833531			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833532			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833533			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833534			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3F			4			4			S60MFSLZ						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833535			SHEPPARD AFB, TX			T11K3D			4						S60MFSLZ						3			UAGR						1ST PROJ


			0M0833536			USAF ACADEMY ACD, CO			T11K3Z			5			5			S60MFH13						4			UAGR						CURR RCD


			0M0833537			JBSA RANDOLPH AFB, TX			S11K3F			5			5			S60MFSLF						4			UAGR						CURR RCD






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TAB 3 – RegAF or Reserve Retiree request should have concurrence/support from Chain of Command 
• NAF concurrence
• AF1288 



o 1st endorsement - losing commander approval/disapproval 
o 2nd endorsement - sent to HQ ARPC/DPAAA 



 PAS will be retired PAS Code prior to Indispensability assignment
 EDCSA:  TBD
 Remarks: add as needed



• Chain of Command concurrence/non-concurrence 
• Copies of other documents relevant to the request (retirement order, reassignment orders while 



active in Indispensability program) 








		Exec: 

		Subject: Return to RegAF/Retired Reserve Status:  Lt Col John E. Doe 

		Originator: 

		TMT: 

		OPR Susp: 

		AO RankName: 

		AO Email: 

		Dropdown2: [AF/RE]

		Dropdown Other: [ ]

		Purpose: Request AF/RE approval to return  _______________________to  RegAF/Retired Reserve Status

		Background: Assignment request is submitted IAW Chief of Air Force Reserve Memo dated 13 Jun 17 & Addendum/Contract for RegAF or Reserve Retired to Air Force Reserve Program PROVIDE:  Information specific information  relevant to request, for example:  RSC completed, manning exceeded, non-exempt AFSC, etc.

		Discussion: AFSC (in which the member was assigned/utilized):  ______Unit Manning:  ___%;SELRES Manning:  ___%Reserve Service Commitment (RSC) Completed:  Yes/No

		Dropdown4: [Approve]

		Tab 1: AF/RE Approval Memo

		Tab 4: Manning Stats

		Tab 8: AF/RE Disapproval Memo-PDF Version

		Tab 5: Reserve Retired to AFR Policy/Contract

		Tab 9: 

		Tab 3: Return request with concur/non-concur

		Tab 2: AF/RE Disapproval Memo

		Tab 6:  MILPDS SURF

		Tab 10: 

		Tab 7: AF/RE Approval Memo-PDF Version

		Additional Tabs: 

		Approval Authority Action: [Approve]

		PRINT: 

		Save as PDF: 

		Spell Check: 

		AO Phone: 

		Approver Comments: 

		AF RE Admin: 

		Asst Exec: 

		AFRC DS Admin: 

		Text8: 

		Text7: 

		Text6: 

		Text5: 

		Text4: 

		Text3: 

		Text2: 

		Text1: 

		Appvr Susp: 

		Office 1: Unit/Wing or Det

		Office 3: ARPC/CC

		Office 2: NAF/CC or RIO/CC

		Office 4: AFRC/CFM

		Office 5: AFRC/A1

		Office 6: AFRC/CD

		Office 7: AF/REP

		Office 8: 

		Date 1: 

		Date 2: 

		Date 3: 

		Date 4: 

		Date 5: 

		Date 6: 

		Date 7: 

		Date 8: 

		Senior Leader 5 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 6 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 7 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 8 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 4 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 3 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 2 COORD: [ ]

		Senior Leader 1 COORD: []

		Staff Recommendation Comments: STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  AF/RE sign approval/disapproval memorandum at Tab 1.










[image: ]



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

AIR FORCE RESERVE COMMAND















											7 June 2020

MEMORANDUM FOR FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT



[bookmark: _GoBack]FROM:  XXXX/XXX			



SUBJECT:  Certification of Active Service in Lieu of a DD214

	

1.  In Accordance with the VOW Act and OPM guidance on USAJobs.gov, this memorandum serves as certification that RANK FULL NAME is expected to be discharged or released from Active Duty Service in the armed forces under honorable conditions not later than 120 days after the date of submission.



2.  RANK FULL NAME: Total Active Federal Commissioned Date is 28 May 2008.  He has been on continuous active duty since 28 May 2008 with an expected separation of 5 Oct 2020.



3.  RANK LAST NAME has an expected separation date of 5 Oct 2020, per AFI 36-3203, in the Grade of Major. Service per 10 USC 1405 will be 12 years, 04 months, and 07 days.





4.  RANK LAST NAME’s expected Terminal Leave date is 2 Aug 2020 and is expected to be separated from Active Duty Service on 5 Oct 2020 under HONORABLE service.



2.  If you have any questions, please contact Ben’s immediate supervisor RANK FULL NAME at XXX-XXX-XXXX or FIRST.LAST.X@us.af.mil .  









						   FULL NAME, Colonel, USAF

						   DUTY TITLE



	

image1.png






ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE MEMBERS: The VOW Act requires agencies to treat active duty service member as veterans, 
disabled veterans, and preference eligible, when they submit, at the time they apply for a Federal job, a "certification" of 
active service in lieu of a DD214, assuming the service member is otherwise eligible. A "certification" letter should be on 
letterhead of the appropriate military branch of the service and contain (1) the military service dates including the expected 
discharge or release date; and (2) the character of service. The "certification" must reflect the service member is expected to 
be discharged or released from active duty service in the armed forces under honorable conditions not later than 120 days 
after the date of submission. The "certification" must be signed by, or by direction of, the adjutant, personnel officer, or 
commander of your unit or higher headquarters and must indicate when your terminal leave will begin (if applicable), your 
rank, dates of active duty service, the type of discharge and character of service (i.e. honorable). Further, agencies are 
required to verify a qualifying separation from military service prior to appointment, through the DD214 or other 
appropriate documentation. Active duty members that fail to provide a valid "certification" of service with their application 
will be found "not eligible." Military members may be appointed before the effective date of their military retirement/
separation if member is on terminal leave.



1274810137A

Highlight





